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New ye ar ,
old me
The “self improvement” culture, with its obsessive training, healthy diets and meditation has always seemed foreign to me. I’m
too much a fan of food, sweets and champagne. But after seeing myself captured in a street style photo from
Pitti 2017 looking bloated and unhealthy, I set off in a
new direction. My decision to change things started at
the end of 2018. I began working out several times a
day, counting calories and almost managing to avoid all
the things that usually gave me joy in life. I was like a
born-again fanatic, who’s convinced he’s found answers
to some of life’s profound questions. I can’t help but
liken it to a man who’s just discovered tailored menswear, and now wants to make up for years of wearing
jeans and T-shirts by going all-in on patterns and colours (or perhaps taking the opposite route and trying to
be as minimalist as possible).
Truth be told, I think the best way of going about

... but hopefully slightly improved.

things is always being true to oneself - something I’ve
discovered both sartorially and in my new found interest in a healthier lifestyle. For me, this means doing
things in moderation. I don’t wear 5 different patterns
and 10 different colours when dressing up, nor do I go
all 50 shades of grey. As far as training and diet go, I
don’t indulge in overwhelming gluttony, nor do I starve
myself. I work out 4-5 times a week and am happy to see
that all my clothes fit better than they’ve done in years!
In this issue we meet interesting people who are situated across the whole spectrum from minimalist aesthetics to extravagant maximalist luxury, like Stefano
Ricci. The interesting thing about them all is that they
express their personality in a positive way. I hope you
will enjoy reading this issue as much as I enjoyed putting
it together. Just like my personal journey of self improvement, I like to think that this magazine keeps on
improving with each issue.

Erik Mannby
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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MINGLE

T I M E TO M I N G L E AT
PITTI UOMO
Joined by Sand Copenhagen, Plaza Uomo
returned to Palazzo Budini Gattai with the
smartest dressed at Pitti Uomo.
PHOTOGRAPHY Lorenzo Sodi
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1. No Man Walks Alone’s Greg
Lellouche in focus. 2. Lino Lelucci
with Christian and Silvia Rossi from
Richard J Brown and Federico Slanzi
and friend. 3. Lorenz Kolbe of
Orazio Luciano. 4. Drinks and
snacks. 5. A mobile phone, cigar and
the summer issue of Plaza Uomo,
what else? 6. David Jang of
Lamarche in Korea. 7. Style
entrepreneur Nicola Radano.
8. Plaza Uomo’s Rosette Hirsch,
Erik Mannby and Ludvig Hirsch.
9. Menswear expert Alladin Faily.
10. Menswear entrepreneurs JeanManuel Moreau and Greg Lellouche.
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11. Sand Copenhagen’s Søren
Sand and Gerard Ruiz with Plaza’s
Christopher Östlund. 12. Erica
Ström and fabric entrepreneur
Jai Sachdev. 13. Fabio Coruzzolo
of Anglo-Italian Company.
14. Pantaloni Torino’s Domenico
Gianfrate. 15. Stylish guest.
16. Giorgio Giangiulio was joined
by a friend. 17. Pino Luciano.
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journal
Style

Knits for
stylish men
Oliver Dannefalk and Carl Pers are wellknown names for many of our readers. They’re both active within the highend shoe world but their latest project
changes focus from the feet to the torso.
With Rubato they’re creating fine-knit
jumpers for men with a predilection for
the timeless. Thanks to its robust wool
quality and slightly higher waist than
regular wool jumpers, it works great together with high-waisted trousers and for
layering under your winter coat. Jumpers are available to order online and are
set to become the new favourite jumper
among menswear enthusiasts across the
globe.
www.atemporubato.com

WAT C H E S

A new classic
Right now we’re in love with Serica Watches,
watch connoisseur Jérôme Burgert’s collection of classic watches with a price tag that
matches your average worker’s monthly budget.
All watches are 37.7 mm wide with a logo-free
dial, a Swiss ETA 2801-2 mechanical clockwork
mechanism and a design that breathes pragmatism rather than luxury. For die-hard watch
nerds, Burget – who is both the founder and designer of the brand – will be familiar as the chief
editor of magazine Les Rhabilleurs.
This is not your average budget watch and
could well be a great investment in what is set
to become a future classic!
www.serica-watches.com
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Books

Menswear Book of
the Year

photo milad abedi

Renowned menswear photographer Jamie K Ferguson
launched his first ever portrait book in October last year, titled “This guy”. Originally from Scotland, James partly grew
up in Canada, lived in London for many years but now calls
Northern Ireland home. Having left a job at Drake’s in
London behind, he went all in as a photographer, mainly in
menswear. He’s worked for a number of magazines, newspapers and brands and is greatly valued for his beautiful photos
as well as for his genuine personality. The book has been a
secret project for the past two years and includes many photos never shown previously in which he goes one step further
by truly capturing the personalities behind the stylish clothing. Could this be the perfect present for the fashion forward
man?
@jkf_man

Shoes

Sneakers or
dress shoes?
It’s hardly news to Plaza
Uomo readers that the
world of classic menswear
has become more casual.
With their fingers firmly
on the pulse, the young
creators behind Doncroon
have created a hybrid between the popular double
monk shoe – one of the
biggest hits within classic
menswear in recent years
– and the classic sneaker.
Casual and stylish with
your office wear.
www.doncroon.com

”Clothes
make the
man. Naked
people have
little or no
influence on
society.”
– Mark Twain
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Shoes

Aurland –
Norwegian
heritage
Olof Nithenius met up with Norwegian
shoemaker Kyrre Fredriksen for a chat
about the heritage and future of the art
of Norwegian shoemaking.

Penny loafers have an actual
Norwegian connection, even if
American Ivy League enthusiasts were those who embraced
and popularised the style most.

A time-consuming
process

24

In recent years, the obsession with heritage, history and authenticity has become
increasingly central within menswear.
We won’t speculate on whether this is
down to people becoming more aware,
information being more readily available
or people simply tiring of “fast fashion”.
Whatever your take, it’s impossible to
ignore that heritage is now the height
of fashion, if you can call it that.
Plaza Uomo met with Norwegian
shoemaker Kyrre Fredriksen to talk
about his new brand Aurlands. Kyrre

is hugely dedicated to explaining and
spreading the message of what Norway
and its shoemaking tradition have meant
for the rest of the world.
He has a solid background in the
field, including as the co-founder of
Oslo-based brand Swims which is renowned for its galoshes. Kyrre tells us
that many people in the shoe industry often use terms like Norwegian welt,
stitch and apron. In addition, classic
penny loafers are sometimes referred to
as Norwegians.
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With these terms as his guiding
lights, a small seed had been sown and
Kyrre started to focus more on the
Norwegian shoe tradition. When Swims
underwent a change in ownership, Kyrre
decided to leave the company to focus on
developing his philosophy and dreams of
keeping the Norwegian heritage alive.
After significant research, Kyrre
quickly came across a relatively sleepy
business in Aurland, a small town beautifully tucked away next to one of
Norway’s numerous fjords. Historically

the region has a long tradition of shoemaking but today there is just one shoemaker left – investor-owned Aurlands.
Kyrre has thrown his heart and soul into
the brand which has undergone a rebranding and scaling of production.
Brimming with enthusiasm and commitment, Kyrre truly burns with passion when it comes to the heritage of the
brand. Aurlands is said to have came up
with the first ever penny loafer, but more
of that later. Kyrre begins by giving us a
history lesson.
When he gave himself the task to
really get to know the traditions of
Norwegian shoemaking and the terms
associated with it, he soon realised that
it was best to start with the second half
of the 19th century. Around this time, a
well-publicised accident occured on the
Matterhorn mountain in Switzerland in
which a number of mountaineers died.
One of the reasons for the accident, according to Kyrre, was the poor equipment. Soon after the tragedy, a number
of alpine organisations cropped up in
countries where mountaineering was
common. Countries like England,
Switzerland, Austria, Italy, the U.S,
France and Norway began to collaborate
to create better and safer equipment for
mountain climbing, including suitable
shoes and clothing. Norway contributed
by developing the Norwegian waterproof
welt which prevented shoes from getting
wet. Several materials and constructions
gained in popularity during the period as
product development focused more on
practical properties. This was already a
given in Norway where shoemaking almost exclusively focused on creating
sturdy working shoes for fishermen and
railroad workers. The production and
development of shoes became Aurland’s
primary focus during this period.
Aurlands was founded in 1908 by Nils
Tveranger who moved back to Norway
after learning the shoemaking trade in
Boston. Inspired by the moccasins worn
by the indigenous people of America,
Nils began experimenting with a loaferlooking shoe that he further developed
in 1926 to the model as we know it today.
The shoe was called the Aurland Moccasin and is said to have been created for a
British lord living in Norway with a penchant for salmon fishing who was looking for a casual indoor shoe. The model
became more and more popular and in
the 30s it was primarly exported to
England and the U.S where it became in-

Finding inspiration in breathtaking
Norwegian wilderness comes easy.

credibly popular among both men and
women. Its popularity saw other brands
copying the look and construction and
the shoe quickly became an iconic model
in the U.S where it was often referred to
as a Norwegian. Thanks to its casual and
relaxed elegance, the penny loafer later
became the perhaps most important
shoe form in the Ivy League style.
Kyrre’s aim is to put Norway back
on the map by connecting the penny
loafer to its true origins and tells us
that he’s seen a huge interest ahead of
the relaunch of Aurlands’ shoes. The
interest in heritage and quality has
been huge and the shoes are clearly in
demand.
When it comes to the design,
Aurlands only offers one model to ensure that it looks like the original penny
loafer once made by the company. No
expense is spared when it comes to the
shoeboxes either. Kyrre proudly presents
the lavish box with its envelope inside
that contains a traditional Norwegian
10-penny coin which can be worn under
the strap if you so wish. All with the aim
of getting as close to the original as
possible of course.
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l a bowtique

Seven years ago, Mickael Korausch launched his shop La Bowtique. Since
then, he has established himself as the go-to specialist for quality bow ties
in London and, most notably, Savile Row. We met with Korausch during his
recent visit in Stockholm.
Words Joakim Hartzell PHOTOGRAPHY Arran Cross

T

ell us about your background and reasons
for starting La
Bowtique.

“I grew up in Southwest France, next to
the Spanish border. I
studied business at the university in
Bayonne. After graduating, I was unsure
about what I wanted to do so I moved to
London to teach French. During my
years in London, Australia and Paris,

my interest in menswear grew and that’s
when I noticed the scarcity of quality bow ties. I decided to sew one myself and quickly became obsessed with
learning the process of making a beautiful bow tie. A friend of my mother
worked as a seamstress and she helped
to get me started, but since then I’ve
managed on my own. I have gradually
developed a step-by-step pattern and
construction of a product which I’m very
proud of today. I also work in classic be-

spoke menswear on Savile Row, previously at Cad & the Dandy, and now at
Huntsman & Sons, which I returned
to two years ago. Initially a small side
project, I now dedicate more and more
time to La Bowtique. I’m hoping to be
able to fully focus on La Bowtique in the
near future.”
What does the business look like today?

“I make all the bow ties in my studio
in London. My clientele consists of
some of the top names on Savile Row,
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A bow tie is a must when wearing a dinner jacket. La Bowtique perfectly balances
craftsmanship and contemporary styles. The bow ties are made from high quality
fabrics which results in gentle rounded edges and a nifty knot.

Mickael Korausch – lord of the bow ties.

plus direct clients who often discover me
via Instagram. A large part of my work
is fully bespoke, which means that the
pattern, fabric and model are adapted
to the client’s personal preferences. I recently created a 1970s inspired bow tie
for Marc Jacobs, which he wore as part
of his outfit at this year’s MET gala. I
also make complete collections for other
brands, who share my views in regard
to quality and aesthetics. Bow ties tend
to look clown-like when paired with the
wrong clothing, but, when done right,
they will add elegance to your overall look. My busy season is autumn and
winter as this is when Black Tie typically
gets worn a lot more. The bow tie will
determine how other people view your
smoking jacket.”
What brought you to Stockholm?

“Sweden’s actually my second biggest
market, after the UK. I’ve had some incredible support from the Swedish menswear industry, above all Andreas Weinås,
Milad Abedi and Erik Mannby. I have
several direct orders from Swedish clients and will soon have a collection available to buy in Stockholm. Swedes appear
to have an up-to-date attitude towards the
dinner jacket – they’ve realised there’s a

28

way to wear it without ending up looking like their dad or grandfather. Trying
out different sizes and materials, yet staying true to classic elegance, seems to be a
skill that Swedes possess and enjoy. For
example, I’ve made several black velvet
bow ties with slightly larger knots
and longer antennas for clients in
Sweden. The classic black ribbed silk
bow tie is also popular here. I hope to
meet with both existing and new clients,
and people I now consider to be close
friends, during my time in Stockholm.”
How are you looking to develop the
business?

“I currently sew each stitch myself,
which for obvious reasons isn’t a sustainable strategy if I want the business to
grow. I expect to start working with La
Bowtique on a full-time basis soon and
my hope is to employ someone to boost
our capacity. I’ve investigated the possibility of partnering up with an external studio, but I’m yet to find one that
meets my quality demands. It probably suits me better to build the business
slowly. My dream is to have a studio with
three to four tailors who, in addition to
the bow ties, sew matching ties, pocket
squares and accessories.”

“The bow tie will
determine how
other people view
your smoking
jacket.”
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STILL LIFE

On the
Go
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Whether for business or pleasure,
staying groomed while travelling is
paramount for the modern gentleman. Plaza Uomo has shortlisted
the best products to guarantee
that you will stand out from the
crowd – even on the road.
PHOTOGRAPHY amir kuckovic
WORDS & STYLING armin semovic

Clockwise from the right,
top:
Burberry, Trench coat.
Verso, Hydration Serum,
hydrating, ideal for
winter, 30 ml.
Anthony Invigorating
Rush, travel size hair and
body wash 100 ml,
Zalando.se.
Anthony Exfoliating +
Cleansing Bar. Facial
scrub and wash all-inone. 198 g, Zalando.se.
CDLP, lyocell and elastane boxer shorts – environmentally friendly and
stylish, 3-pack.
de_CURe N*NIT3, night
cream to help reduce
fine lines, 50 ml.
de_CURE N* DAY1, day
cream to hydrate, matt
finish. 50 ml.
Biotherm, Firming &
Recovery Body Emulsion. Perfect when
travelling. 200 ml.
Bottega Veneta, black
toilet bag made from calf
napa leather.
Bottega Veneta, orange
cardholder made from
calf napa leather.
Atelier Cologne, Musc
Impérial. The makers
sourced inspiration from
their trips to Barcelona
as they developed this
crisp and elegant scent.
Vichy, Homme Shirt Protection. Stain protection
deodorant, 50 ml.
Baxter of California,
handmade pocket comb
in tortoise.
Shiseido for men, Total
Revitalizer. Eye cream
for all skin types, developed for men, 15 ml.
Oskia, Citylife Booster.
Prevents fine lines and
protects the top skin
barrier against free radicals and pollution, 15 ml,
via Zalando.se.
Bumble and Bumble,
Sumotech hair wax for
a matt finish and light
hold, 50 ml, via
Zalando.se.
Tom Ford, tortoise
sunglasses with
gold details.
Knitted jumpers, stylist’s own.
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Clockwise from right, top:
La Prairie, Line Interception Power Duo, day and night cream in one, 50 ml.
Oskia, Citylife Cleansing Concentrate, refreshing and mild cleanser to strip
impurities off the skin, 40 ml, via Zalando.se.
Away, beige suitcase, large cabin size.
Aesop, Immediate Moisture Facial Hydrosol, an ideal face mist for those who work
in an office or travel frequently, 60 ml.
Le Labo, deodorant, 55 ml.
Gucci, document holder, toilet bag made of calf skin and canvas.
Byredo, perfume travel case made of calf skin.
Byredo, La Selection Nomade, 3-pack perfume in travel size, 12 ml/bottle.
Le Labo, body wash and lotion travel pack, 75 ml.
Byredo, rose hydrating and cleansing hand sanitiser gel, 30 ml.
Chanel, Boy de Chanel, colourless lip balm, 7.5 ml.

The clever way
to pack
Opt for travel-size if possible. Don’t
compromise – try to include your entire routine, from cleansing to night
treatments. Hydrating products are
vital as travelling is likely to have a
drying effect on the skin. Protect the
skin against pollution and free radicals, especially when visiting a city.
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MORE THAN
IMAGE
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PHoto Constantin Slotty

We travelled to Florence to meet with Franco
Mazzetti, a style superstar with his feet firmly on
the ground.
words Erik Mannby
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PHoto Constantin Slotty

W

ould it be an exaggeration
to call Franco Mazzetti the
most sympathetic man in
the tailored menswear industry? We think not. His
humble personality and
warmth make him a pleasure to be around. Despite his
low-key look, he remains the
centre of attention wherever he goes; it is as if photographers
and style connoisseurs were physically drawn to him. We’ve followed Franco on social media for a long time and bumped into
him at countless events. Yet we’ve not been able to fully understand what makes this man tick. How did this cunning grey fox
become one of the fastest growing inspirations in classic menswear?
You work as an image consultant. Can you describe what this
work entails?

– In my opinion the figure of the image consultant presupposes a knowledge and a culture of dressing that prescinds
from the simple advise and suggest to someone what is-rightto-wear-when.
I think it is essential to have sufficient experience in the
world of clothing (masculine in my case) knowing how clothes
are built and how fabrics differ from one another as well as a
good knowledge of the rules of etiquette that I think are absolutely essential for complete the success of your work. Needless
to say, a good dose of good taste should complete the requirements necessary to carry out this profession.
Obviously obtaining an image consultant diploma is very
useful to have the idea of how to choose the most correct fits
and the colors that best fit the client’s complexion, in fact, there
are very specific parameters that usually help to identify the
best solutions. There are ”technical sheets” which are generally
referred to based on the customer’s physical conformation.
Obviously there is always the variable component that is
given by the personality of the customer who (very important)
must never be underestimate not even turned upside down. It
is simply a matter of making small corrections to the style, always paying attention that the person who turns to the consultant always feels absolutely at ease with what he is wearing.
You live in the beautiful city of Florence. Has that in any way
affected your sense of aesthetics?

– I believe that living in Florence has certainly influenced my
way of being and my aesthetic sense but I think that this happened in a completely unconscious way.
In Florence the beauty ”surrounds you” in every moment
of your day and you find yourself walking amidst extraordinary monuments and works of art, I am sure that it could have
had a considerable weight on the way of interpreting my way of
dressing. It is not a question of having had particular inspirations or ideas, I would rather say that my Florentine life allowed
me to develop a classic, elegant but above all sober taste. I must
say that not only the beauty of my city was important. There are
other aspects no less important, it is always linked to the
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Florence of the old time that had a notable relevance in forming
my lifestyle.
I was lucky enough to live in Florence at a time (some decades ago) when Florentine men dressed elegantly and where
”jacket and tie” was a normal dress code. Not only that, in addition, the tourism of those times was profoundly different and
extremely more elegant than today, in that period a tourist phenomenon was developing.
Many foreign citizens and especially English belonging to the
upper class, started to buy residences both in the city and in the
countryside, especially in Chianti (which later earned the nick
name of Chiantishire).
This peaceful invasion considerably transformed the Florentines’ style of clothing at that time, walking in the streets of the
center meant coming across a great variety of styles, but the British style was predominant, men wearing beautiful tweed suits
Oxford laced shoes often completed with beautiful bow ties.
This mix of ways of dressing gave rise to a style that in Florence was known as Anglo-Florentine that was represented in a
mix of the two clothing cultures. It was far from rare to meet a
Florentine gentleman wearing a tweed suit worn under an orange casentino coat.
Perfect! Could you name three well known people, dead or
alive, that you find particularly stylish?

– On this I have no doubts,
”l’avvocato” Giovanni Agnelli, Prince Michael of Kent and
the actor Charles Dance have always been to me, three characters who have been a true source of inspiration.
All three possess a great charisma and an extraordinary dose
of style, pure and crystalline.
The thing that has always fascinated me in these gentlemen
is their ability to highlight their class and style while always re-
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F
Franco
Mazzetti
Age: 64
Family: Widower with two sons.
Profession: Image consultant
Current project: Exploring the

Photo Anthony Knaape

possibility of launching his own
accessory label.

Franco’s penchant for hand rolled cigars adds
to his credibility as a style fox.
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”I’m convinced
living in Florence
has influenced my
being and sense
of style.”
Franco pictured in his hometown of Florence, standing
in front of its iconic monument, the Ponte Vecchio.

maining within an absolute sobriety but with little touches of
genius dictated by their ability to best interpret the their elegance.
The ability to remain elegant, or rather to create almost a
trend, for example wearing a pair of suede dessert boots on a
gray grisaille or the tie above a pull over , no to mention The
wristwatch worn over the cuff of the shirt as did the l’avvocato
Agnelli or, as often happened to see the Prince of Kent do, wearing old shirts and jackets which carry obvious signs of aging but
with such nonchalance that they appear absolutely perfect and
stylish.
In any case, all three represent what I consider a relaxed elegance.
The prince and Agnelli are usual icons, but I never think I
heard anyone referencing Dance before. I had never thought
of him as a style icon, but after googling some images I agree.

– I agree with you that Agnelli and Prince of Kent are the
usual, almost banal, universally known style icons, as I agree that
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some details of each of my three chosen ones are not completely
of my taste (see the knots of Dance ties) but what has always fascinated me about these people is their ability to ”rise” above others with their simple presence and personality also transmitted
through their way of to dress, making the details that may even
seem objectionable irrelevant.
To tell the truth, in the past I have known absolutely non-famous people who had the same level of style as the three I mentioned but for obvious reasons I didn’t mention them.
Other than Florence, which cities embody style and beauty
for you? If we narrow it down to 3?

– In this case the choice can only fall on cities that are already
universally recognized as capitals of elegance, which also possess
extraordinary artistic beauties and all are part of the old continent
My personal ranking obviously sees Paris as the most chic
and fascinating city.
Where it is normal to run into men and women dressed in
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make interesting encounters, the inhabitants of Venice interpret
elegance with style and it is easy, in winter, to see men who still
wear a beautiful tabarro draped over the suit.
I’ve never been to Japan and I would love to visit Tokyo, certainly a city completely different from the ones mentioned above,
but I know a lot of Japanese gentlemen who have a remarkable
style and class, and who pay great attention to their way of dressing, I hope someday to be able to visit that country.
If we’d take a less sartorial example, Steve Jobs. He always
wore the same outfit, making it his uniform. If you were limited to one uniform for 30 days, what would it be?

– First of all, I want to say that not wearing a jacket, for me,
creates a real sense of unease. I consider the jacket an indispensable element for my way of dressing, be it classic or sporty.
Anticipated this, I think a blue single or double-breasted blazer
to wear on the most diverse occasions, is a true passepartout
that can be combined with jeans and polo shirts for a summer
cocktail or with a gray flannel trousers for a slightly more formal occasion.
If I were to think of wearing a sort of uniform I would
choose for the blue jacket, a light blue shirt and light gray wool
trousers, all complemented by accessories like pocket square
(indispensable for me), possibly a tie and compatibly with the
season, a vest , of which I am a serial collector.

PHoto Denya Pandolfi

Aha, so what makes a good vest in your opinion?

great class but also in an absolutely bizarre way without creating
any sensation.
A beautiful city, with a fantastic atmosphere where it is nice
to walk aimlessly.
In my opinion, London is another city that is equally elegant, although more sober and composed. A city that, like Paris,
presents contrasts where beautiful ancient monuments alternate
with futuristic structures but where the cult of tradition is still
well rooted. Always exciting passing by the famous Savile Row,
which I consider a real place of veneration.
There is not much to say about the beauty of Venice, a city
that is unique in the world. However, having frequented it assiduously, I discovered a city different from the one invaded by
hordes of confusing and messy tourists.
If you leave the course where a real stream of people jumps
into the route that goes from the train station to Piazza San
Marco and you go into the virtually deserted side alleys you can

– The waistcoat or, as is often called here in Italy, “panciotto”, is undoubtedly the easiest piece of men’s clothing to realize, however, it hai the only ”defect”, (so to speak) that being
made to be worn under a jacket, must necessarily adhere perfectly to the body. For this, I believe that a good waistcoat must
necessarily be made to measure to avoid the unsightly tensions
at the placket or worse still too wide in the lower part.
The vest can be worn like the third part of a formal suit.
therefore of the same identical fabric as the suit or, as I prefer
to wear it, as a contrast to a suit or a ”spezzato” pants/ jacket.
The fabrics is another essential element of a good waistcoat, plain color cashmere, very often in tweed or wool in various patterns.
I like the classic 5-button model with the points on the
lower front and two small pockets with a silk back and the
strap adjusted by a buckle.
Nice! It’s a garment you see less and less of outside of menswear circles. If you would pinpoint one thing that can make or
break good style, what would that be?

– There are many kind of clothes that can improve or inexorably worsen a person’s appearance, any garment worn incorrectly (pants that are too long, a jacket that is too tight, etc.) has
the power to compromise the appearance of anyone.
In my work I always ask the client to dress according to what
he thinks is his best outfit during our first meeting and what I
usually see is often discouraging. In general, however, small adjustments are enough to take a significant step forward.
However there is an element that I believe has the power to
improve or worsen the style and I think it is the Tie.
“A well-knotted tie is the first serious step in life. ”
Oscar Wilde who said that over 100 years ago it dictated a
golden rule still valid today.
When you wear a tie you can’t sin with a wrong knot, slow
or badly done.It must be perfect and tight at the right point but
the precautions to be taken into account are also others, they
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A trained eye will quickly spot
Franco’s exceptional tie knot.
He has a zero-tolerance policy
for vulgar Windsor knots.
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concern length, colors, patterns and textures, to be evaluated
based on the context and personality.
The guidelines to follow, general line are to take care to always have a tight knot, pay attention to the length that should
never exceed the belt, personally I usually prefer sober colors
(more than half of my ties have a blue base) and I prefer small
fantasies.
In my opinion, following these few rules your tie will help
you to have a value in your image.
On the other hand, an ugly knot or a disharmonious color
to the dress or a too extravagant fantasy can definitely compromise the most beautiful and expensive suit.
All the ties with bizarre motifs, should be absolutely avoided
because, especially in the business world, it represents a real
“mortal sin”.
The painter Balthasar Klossowski, called Balthus, wore his
tie in a completely extravagant way, which later took his name,
namely Balthus knot: under a giant knot was the flap wide to
mid-chest, while the narrowest flap is much longer. As an eccentric artist he could afford it. However, there are still men
who wear the tie in a similar manner, but only because they are
wrong to tie it and the effect of this way of wearing a tie is devastating.
As I often say to those who ask me for professional advice, I
believe that simplicity and harmony should always be the motif
that guides the choice of a tie. Instead, I should leave flashing

”I usually advise my
clients to rely on
simplicity and harmony”
and unlikely color to exhibitionists or to showbiz people.
Maybe this answer is little bit confused......
Haha, no, it’s great! Any words of wisdom you want to share
with our readers before we part?

– I would simply like to share my thoughts on how to interpret the way of dressing. Always seek your own style through
knowledge and not improvisation.
Always consider that a classic and elegant appearance will
always allow you to have a ”special” consideration from your interlocutors.
Avoid always and in any case to ”dress up” with garish
clothes or ridiculous combinations that, if it is true that they
will attract attention, are however the exact expression of what
not to do to be considered elegant.
Last but perhaps most importantly, always remember that
good manners, kindness, education is simplicity are an integral part of the nature of a gentleman and there is no dress, not
even the most beautiful, that can hide ignorance.
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Shop check

Ricci Rich
His refusal to compromise on quality, luxury and
tradition has rewarded Stefano Ricci with a customer
base that includes the world’s wealthiest men.
Words josh sims

“T

here’s an opportunity that comes
with a new generation,” says Stefano
Ricci, waving a hand
across his two sons,
Niccolo and Filippo.
“They bring a certain
passion. But then we
also share a lot of passions too - old cars, big
game hunting, so it made sense to add business to that list as well. Fortunately we’ve never talked about work at home, which has
helped. And I really think, as head of the
company, I’d have hired them both even if
they weren’t family. Not that it was necessarily my decision. The big boss is their mama.”
It’s a quintessentially Italian scenario: the patriarch passing the family firm - and a fashion firm no less
- onto his male offspring, overseen
in the background by the real heart
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of matters, the matriarch. But Stefanop Ricci’s is not some kitchen table
company: less well known than contemporaries the likes of Armani and
Versace, it is nevertheless 45 years
old this year, and now turns over
US$117m. It has recently opened a
$7m flagship in Mayfair, and has another one lined up for Istanbul later
this year. Make a note of that destination: it’s where the new money will be
next.
For if Ricci - with his Father Christmas bonhomie and portliness, and
Karl Marx beard and hair - has excelled in one thing, it is in knowing his
market: oligarchs, the billionaire class
- Russians, Indians and Chinese rather
than those from the Middle East
these days, and the occasional “world
leader”. It’s an extremely small but
extremely well-off market he is sur-

prisingly candid about.
“There’s a point where menswear
becomes too ostentatious,” admits
Ricci, a man known to occasionally
make belt buckles out of solid platinum, cuff-links encrusted with diamonds and sneakers out of crocodile
skin. “But the fact is that people successful through the new economy want
to express through their clothing that
they’re winners. And that can lead to
ostentation.”
Much of what the company sells,
however, is entirely accessible - in
style at least - exactingly-finished classic menswear of a Florentine flavour,
after Ricci’s home town. That makes it
soft and cocooning rather than bulletproof - as some of his clients might require - and entirely made in Italy (“not
made outside of Italy and then having
the last few stitches done here,” he
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Italian designer Stefano
Ricci founded his exclusive
eponymous label in 1972.

One of 68 extravagant flagship stores.

“They trust us
to deliver the
very best.”
stresses, somewhat disgruntled with
the flexibility of EU regulations on the
matter).
That, and the fact that the brand name
has become something of a nod between
those who move in such circles, has made
Ricci’s clientele extremely loyal. Take, for
example, the businessman who last year
was followed around the world by a Stefano Ricci tailor for six months, being
shown fine fabrics and giving measurements without actually offering any commitment to buy anything. Then who, one
day, announced that he was satisfied with
the product and service and placed an order for 50 suits. At over $10,000 a pop.
It’s a loyalty that’s mutual.
“It’s about building a relationship with
your client,” Ricci explains. “It’s about respecting them. So we don’t do the usual
marketing - people like this aren’t im-

pressed by ads or celebrity testimonials
any more. You won’t see our products in
outlets. We don’t ever do sales. We’ll even
destroy products at the end of a season to
protect the brand’s image.
“The idea of luxury ended with 9/11,”
he adds. “That’s when everything was
suddenly ‘luxury’ and things became very
confused. What we sell now is emotion
- a connection. They trust us to only offer the very best. That means there’s something of an arms race going on and
every season we have to push ourselves a
little further, in the materials, in the finishing. After all, our clients don’t actually
need more suits, or more jeans, or more
anything. And the brand alone could never justify the prices. You have to be able
to feel it in the products.”
Making that connection with the men
with serious money, however, has taken some gumption. For a while Stefano

Ricci made products for other brands too
- and it was good business. But he knew
if the the brand was to make the right
impression on Big Money, then its knowhow had to be exclusive: it cancelled the
contracts and saw sales drop 85% over
night. “It was tough, but it was a decision
that had to be made,” Ricci says.
Then, back in 1991, and way ahead of the
curve, Stefano Ricci opened its first store
in China. “And this was when there were
no clothes shops, when there was barely even lighting in the streets in China,”
laughs Ricci. “OK, so in every family
there’s someone who’s not right in the
head. But I could sense that China was
going to conquer the world. All the young
people were running. And people moving
fast is always a good sign.”
This is why, Turkey’s slide into dictatorship notwithstanding, you might keep
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”...some customers
really do connect to a
brand…”

Sons Filippo and Niccolò grew up as part of the family
business and are furthering its legacy as Creative
Director and CEO respectively.

an eye on Istanbul. The company also
launched its first boys’ collection too - scaled-down tailoring that will have fiveyear-olds putting much of Savile Row to
shame - not to cash in on the nouveau
love of creating ’mini-mes’, but because
Ricci sees a desire among his customers
to pass on their newly-acquired appreciation for fine clothing. But as interesting is
what Ricci isn’t doing. He has declined the
opportunity, unlike Armani or Versace, to
open, say, a hotel, despite offers to do so.
“If you trust any company - it could
be one that makes pasta, anything - then
you’re reassured by its consistency,” says
Ricci. “That goes beyond the product.
It means we can stretch a little, because
if your customer likes what you do in
one area, they’re prepared to give you a
chance in another - if the quality and the
price is right. Sure, some customers get
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Stefano Ricci has made clear that, regardless of
circumstances, nothing must impair the quality of the label.

really attached to a brand and want that
designer label in all aspects of their life.
But there are limits.”
Stefano Ricci certainly exudes a certain satisfaction with his lot. He speaks
of having had a lot of fun along the way,
of how much he’s enjoyed seeing his kids
grow up inside the business. It’s an acknowledgment that the company he initially launched just as a tie-maker - Ricci
loves his ties, although, a sign of the times, both sons go tieless, “because,”
Ricci jokes, “they can’t afford the ones
we make” - has done somewhat better than planned, and that as a result he
should not push his luck. And there has,
he concedes, certainly been luck along
the way.
“The fact is that we haven’t always
been alone,” says Ricci. “One of the re-

asons for our success is that our competition - and there were several companies
operating right at the top, quality-wise,
without mentioning them by name didn’t believe in the power of this niche.
These other companies had their hands
on the prize. But then they twisted themselves into fashion brands and lost their
position. They lost the quality and service
that people would have got them from in
the past. And when it’s gone, it’s gone.”
Business is, he adds, all about people
- the people you sell to, the people who
work for you. It’s human, not mechanical, physical, not puff. “Everything
comes from the human element,” says
Stefano Ricci, “and that’s not something
that is easy to replicate. I’m very proud to
say that in our 45 years we’ve never had a
day of strikes. We’ve never had to be bailed out. We grow slowly, but well.”
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Nigel’ s
winter
shoe s

Style role model Nigel
Cleaver guides us
through the classic
shoe alternatives
this winter.
Words & Photo
N I G E L c le a v e r
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“These boots are made for walking…”
– Nancy Sinatra 1966 –
My year skipped through a stunning
summer, has rushed through the mildest of
autumns and as a chilly winter awaits my
thoughts dwell on sensible footwear choices. Wellington boots? Yes, I can be persuaded if I’m building a snowman with the
girls. No, if I’m walking in to the lecture
theatre, what would those undergraduates say in their Converse and Vans! Well,
sensible choices have never been a strong
suit of mine so I’ll reflect on my past and
consider what may work for the coming
months…
From five years of age school rules
dictated that I had to wear a red necktie
(elasticated), white shirt, red jumper, grey
shorts, grey knee length socks (over the calf
even then!) and black shoes. As a child I
was FORCED to wear black shoes as part

of my school uniform. Come rain or shine,
sleet or snow the self same pair saw me through with a somewhat reluctant smile! A
change of school, aged eleven, presented
a change in the school uniform colour palette, though of course the ubiquitous, all
season, black shoe remained!
My experience, or rather my dutiful parents experience, was one of buying a shoe
to last. Robust enough to last the course,
practical enough to see me through any occasion and sturdy enough to withstand any
intentional damage. Inexpensive was always a prerequisite as was the Clown like
growing room sufficient for at least twelve
months. Built to last, withstanding playground football, kicking cans, amongst
other things, down the streets and able to
survive armageddon without the faintest
hint of renovateur, wax or polish!
My formative years therefore were
spent trying to present myself in the best

possible light to the fairer sex, wearing beaten up shoes! Is it any wonder I became
conditioned to buying shoes and boots prodigiously, as a reflex and in any colour? Of
course not and I’m pleased to carry that
cross to this day.
I began to identify what I liked and built
a small collection, unashamedly I’d have
to be sharp at sale times and pick up bargains where I could. I steered away from
black initially, though that would soon
change. When the basics were ticked off, or
so I thought, I started to realise what was
missing from my burgeoning collection. I
needed to go further afield and I did just
that making my first trip to Crockett & Jones in Birmingham, England. Not for the
first or last time in my life I quickly realised
I had just seen the tip of the iceberg and secondly how much it would cost to address
the balance! As time passed I also came
alive to the seasons which ultimately presented more options, or indeed challenges,
for retail therapy… With that experience I
can reflect on my choices, how they’ve panned out and consider how to put my best
foot forward, pun intended!
Are we not a product of our environment? Does the expected attire of your office, profession, city or country dictate matters? Is your shoe as at home in the Public
bar as the Board Room? Food for sartorial
thought. When you add in the winter weather the conundrum grows trickier still.
Could it be suggested that many with an
interest in shoes and boots prefer brown,
and its many hues? Why might that be?
After all not everyone grew up having to
wear black shoes of course. It could be said
the brown shoe may display more nuances and with proper care and attention
your footwear will develop a more personal look perhaps, one peculiar to you, unique even. Across social media mention will
be made of a ‘beautiful patina’… Thing is as
the mercury drops what compromises can
be made?
Shall we talk soles? I like a double leather sole. There, I’ve said it. My eighteen
year old self would be aghast. I also like a
rubber sole which is Strike Two against a
younger me as is Strike Three in that I now
also like a storm welt, veldtschoen construction. There, therapy indeed! I was always for the sleekest look as a youngster
though that doesn’t necessarily work when
wearing heavier winter fabrics, I appreciate that now.
The undercarriage that is a double leather sole is reassuring indeed. On their
maiden voyage I feel cosseted inspiring
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a sturdy confidence. This later blossoms
to a supreme comfort as I settle in for the
long glorious haul in a pair of shoes that
will outlive me. Now, I appreciate I can slip
and slide in these just like I can in any leather soled shoe. Thing is, if I choose my
course carefully when I stroll past drenched others, I can smile winningly and live
with the gamble of picking myself up on
the rare occasion I should have chosen something a tad grippier! My favourites here
are a pair of Golf Grain Lowndes by Crockett & Jones which are as robust as you like,
work with flannels, corduroy or fresco and
scream ‘I’ll take all the bumps and bruises’,
so bring it on.
There was a day when a rubber soled
shoe was met with some derision, how mistaken I was. In retrospect what a glorious
addition to a collection to combat the elements. I have never got involved in the debate how different brands offer more security on frosty mornings than others. Why? I
am ‘sure and fleet of foot’ and subsequently
more concerned with keeping dry on those
rainy days. With all that in mind can anyone look past the Pembroke by Crockett
& Jones? Often imitated, never beaten. If
you’re looking for a contemporary take on a
classic full brogue how about the Inverness
by Edward Green? Mine are on the 888
last in dark oak, always a favourite they are
a pair happy to mix it with some heavier
cloth and with the wing-tip pattern punched into the vamp you don’t get that annoying little tip stand up after polishing!
Staying with one more shoe to give me
some added versatility I adore the Towcester from John Lobb. Classic English styling
with a fabulous medallion in a dark plum
museum calf. Add to that they are the only
shoes I own with a topy sole they dance
over wet London streets safe and secure.
Moving on to boots and when considering the merits of a specialised boot look
no further than the Snowdon, a plain front
derby boot made using the water-resistant
Veldtschoen construction. They feature
waterproof wax-hide uppers, bellows tongues and heavy duty Commando rubber
soles. Crockett & Jones got the Snowdon
right for just about anything I can throw
at them! In fact I can’t do them justice at
all so if you’ve a mind please search out my
friend Mr. Chris Tan (@crat on Instagram)
he does delightfully unspeakable things to
his and they look even more gorgeous now
than mine ever did new!

More often than not though the sleeker
the better does work for me so I’m looking
for compromise. I like a boot for many re-
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”The double leather
sole ensures a
snug feel.”
asons, that quiet reassurance of something
a little more supportive, an extra barrier
against the elements and an opportunity to
shorten the hems to flash a little ankle leather always has to be done…
Let’s begin with Chelsea boots. They
are a firm favourite, on a single leather sole,
double leather sole, or rubber they add a
certain smooth lined panache to your inclement weather rig. Try RM Williams for any
colour under the winter sun of your choosing, I have a pair in a dark chestnut that
I adore as they are great with denim, corduroy or flannel. Versatility being the key.
If you are looking for extra sleek points I
would go with a black calf pair with a high
shaft, nicely shined though not overly so. I
do have black Chelsea boots from Crockett & Jones too, there is something simple,
clean and elegant about a monochrome
look with this boot. I’m finally going for a
three-card trick with the classic short Chelsea boot by Edward Green, the Camden.
I’ll play my Joker too in that I have them
in a glorious Tobacco suede. Yes, properly
maintained suede will provide me complete ‘rain run-off’ protection affording me
some style notes best put by the good people of Edward Green themselves ‘An elegant ankle-height chelsea boot - the
epitome of modern, understated style. If
Steve McQueen were to come back from the
dead and walk down Jermyn Street, we’d
steer him toward the Camden’.
Good enough for the big man then they’re
good enough for me!
One word to the wise when buying boots
with pull tabs is try them on to see how the
tabs ‘play’ with your trouser hems. There is
nothing more pleasing, when getting out of
my seat, to feel the trouser slide down naturally over my boots (see Steve McQueen).
Equally there’s nothing more ungainly than
seeing me walk down the street wrestling
with my trousers caught half-mast by the
hems, not elegant at all (see Clown).
Grail boots were always simple for me,
something a little more refined yet able to
give me that something extra. Top of my

list for quite some time was the Galway by
Edward Green, an iconic and much admired boot my ideal make-up was the dark
oak calf & mink suede with tapered double leather soles. What is not to love? Form
and function meets style and elegance. Versatile as you like these will be a contender
for all your requirements. Better still when
I got mine I quickly realised I can dress
them up as well as down, they look fabulous with flannels, cool with cords and just
the job with jeans!
With that grail box ticked I wanted
to kick up the formal scale with a dressier Balmoral boot. I already have a pair of
old-school deep tan Grenson boots bought
for me by the Duchess as a 21st birthday present, lovingly maintained I’m afraid they have seen better days. Therefore
I was on the lookout for a new stablemate
and found the Shannon by Edward Green.
Oh my word, I looked at my old favourites
and sighed knowing that their annual outing may be just a little less frequent, how
right I was. I went with the dark oak antique calf for this iconic balmoral boot. The
punch detailing along the toe cap aligned with the sweeping lines and charming
speed hooks makes for the very definition
of sartorial elegance. Worn with suits, worn
with tweeds, worn with chinos and jeans
these have become a thoroughbred in my
collection. I do own some work-horses too,
though when the day calls for refined elegance the Shannon gets to gallop freely!
I own many pairs of shoes and boots, suffice to say embarrassingly I do not know
the exact number. Many are over 30 years
of age and some are just a couple of weeks
out of the store so this may still be called a
journey with no end!
In conclusion little did I know those
scuffed, black shoes of my childhood
would lead ultimately to my current shoe
and boot collection. Are all of them polished, waxed and shined? You bet, and I’m
still able to kick anything down a wintery
street…

“Ready boots?, Start walking…”
– Nancy Sinatra 1966 –
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Enzo Bartoli
– THE DIVERSITY OF PIEMONTE –

Barbera d’Asti
Superiore
Magnum
13,5%, 1500 ml

Barolo
13,5%, 750 ml
Barbera
d’Asti
Superiore
13,5%, 750 ml

Langhe Nebbiolo
13,5%, 750 ml
Piemonte Cortese
12%, 750ml

Enzo Bartoli is a series of wines which represents the
essence of Piemonte. Each wine is made to highlight
the many facets of the complex and diverse region.
The grapes for Enzo Bartoli wines are coming from local
winegrowing heroes. This give the smaller growers a
chance to represent their home region on the global stage.

Dolcetto
13%, 750ml
Piemonte Rosato
12%, 750 ml

independentwinecompany.se

Piemonte
Rosato
12%,
1500 ml

Through finding the right vineyards with the right
fruit and producing wine in different styles and price
segments with quality as the driving focus Enzo Bartoli
wines make Piemonte accessible to every consumer.
Curious? Visit us at enzobartoli.it

ENZO BARTOLI IS PRODUCED BY MGM
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craftsmanship

Hats off for
Marcelle
London based hatmaker Marcelle Rodrigues has taken a stand against
fast fashion and is working hard to return the hat to everyone’s wardrobe.
All his hats are bespoke and made at the best Savile Row tailors, which
makes each hat completely unique.
Wo r d s Dav i d J o h a n s s o n P H OTO G R A P H Y A r r a n C r o s s
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”... anyone can wear
a hat and
look good!”
A lot of people think of accessories as
something that completes an outfit. For
me it’s the hat that makes the whole outfit. You can wear something as basic as a
pair of jeans and a t-shirt, and together
with an exceptionally good looking hat
it can make your whole look perfect and
luxurious. The hat is obviously a statement piece, so whoever wears it needs to
completely own it.
What is the biggest misconception that
people have about hats?

That they are only worn by cowboys,
old men and gangsters from the 1930s.
A lot of people also think a hat won’t
suit them. However, this is mainly due
to the fact they have not found the right
kind of hat yet, or tried on the right size.
A hat, in a similar way as sunglasses,
suits the proportions of your face. Please
believe me when I say that anyone can
wear a hat and look good!
Why is it important to keep craftsmanship such as hat making alive?

A

s a child Marcelle
Rodrigues admired
his eclectic aunt who
worked as a buyer at
Fendi in Capetown.
During his childhood
in South Africa he
fell for his aunt’s style, which he himself has described as “effortless”. He has
had an interest in fashion from a young
age and, when he moved to London with
his family as a teenager, he made it his
priority to find a job at a tailor on Savile
Row. This is was his first exposure to the
world of high end fashion and tailoring,
and as time passed, the more he fell in
love with the garments, design process
and interaction with customers.
A few years ago, Marcelle realised
that the hat was making a comeback
in the men’s style wardrobe. He had always loved accessories, and especially
hats. He started to investigate how he
could go about getting hold of his own

bespoke hat and as a result realised that
there was a gap in the market, this type
of service did not exist in Great Britain.
He wanted to be able visit a tailor and
place an order for his own hat, just as
you can order a suit from Savile Row.
I decided to use the knowledge I had
gained from my time in Savile Row and
create my own hat.
Marcelle was overwhelmed by compliments that he received for the hat he
had hand crafted. From here he started
to learn more about the history of the
hat, everything from the tools that were
used in traditional hat making to different techniques and as a result he began
to make more hats. Soon, friends and
family would ask him to make hats for
them, and even strangers would
stop him in the street and ask where
his hat was from. He started experimenting with different styles and materials, and that marked the start of
Marcel Rodrigues Hats.

It is obvious that we have reached
the culmination of fast fashion. We buy
cheap and badly produced clothing
which is thrown away almost immediately. It completely unsustainable and I
strongly feel that we need to boost slow
fashion and high quality clothes have
been made to last. There is something
very special with a garment that is specially made for you; it creates a bond
and a relationship between you and your
clothes. Throughout history this has
been the norm, which is why it is important to keep the craftsmanship alive.
High quality materials and traditional
techniques are vital when trying to reduce the waste that we have got used to
within fashion.
MARCEL RODRIGUES HATS employ the
saying “Get noticed for the right reason”,
and there are few accessories that fulfil this axiom as perfectly as a hat of the
highest quality. He insures us that the
customer who orders a hat from
Marcelle Rodrigues always receives a
handmade, bespoke and completely
unique hat made using traditional tools
and techniques – a hat for the future.
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INTERVIEW

LUCA RUBINACCI

Lucky
Luca
He’s a creative director, Instagram phenomenon and part of the
third generation of Naples’ famous fashion house. Plaza Uomo
caught up with legendary Luca Rubinacci.
Words JESPER TILLBERG
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Instagram icon. Luca has
brought to life analogue
craftsmanship via
digital shop windows.
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Which penny model would you recommend for autumn
and winter?

“The one made from brown calfskin. It offers the best compromise since its dark colour makes it versatile – it can be worn to all
occasions, whether formal or casual, daytime or night-time. They
should be your primary pair.”
Signore Gennaro Rubinacci was an art collector. What is the
connection between art and tailoring?

“Beauty. Creating a bespoke suit is like creating a piece of art.
We are all different; to tailor make a suit is not simply about ensuring the perfect fit for the client’s size and body shape, but also
for his character.”

Founded by art lover Gennaro Rubinacci in the
early 1930s, the fashion house Rubinacci epitomises Italian sprezzatura. During the swinging sixties, Gennaro’s son Mariano took over as
head of the business and, in 2018, grandson
Luca joined the helm as creative director. A
renowned fashion persona, Luca is something of a social media
genius. His epithet, the digital tailor, captures his special talent:
successfully promoting analogue craftsmanship through digital channels. Recently, the term style icon has been so frequently
adopted in the world of fashion, it has nearly lost its meaning.
But if anyone lives up to the expression, it’s Luca. The family’s tailoring museum has lent items to FIT in New York, and in 2014,
the Victoria & Albert museum in London set up an exhibition in
their name.
Although Luca Rubinacci’s destiny firmly lies in the hands of
the Neapolitan fashion tradition, he is clearly keeping a finger on
the pulse. His Instagram videos offer daily style advice and insight into the life and mind of a stylist. Sailing trip with Lapo
Elkann, anyone? A recent video showed discerning Luca join
forces with Spanish-Swedish handmade shoe brand, Morjas. As
part of the collaboration, young Rubinacci gave Morjas’ penny
loafer a face; through a series of curated Naples-inspired looks,
he crafted his own interpretation of the model with the use of
various materials, from calf skin to dark brown suede.
The Plaza Uomo team couldn’t resist walking a few miles (well,
at least a few steps) in Luca’s shoes to talk about Rubinacci’s rich
past and vibrant presence.
Why did you partner up with Morjas?

“It’s a young label that promote high quality goods. Their manufacturing in Spain intrigued me.”

How would you describe your family’s morale? You are all involved in the company – you, your father Mariano and sister
Chiara.

“We are competitive in nature and keep challenging each other.
Like all families, we have our differences, but we appreciate and
love each other.”
How would you describe being raised in the Rubinacci tailoring
family?

“Interesting and educative. As a child I was taught that work
never ends. My father worked very hard – and still does – and
when he wasn’t working, he talked about work. It has always been
his passion and hobby. I understood at an early age the importance of finding a job that you love.”
You travelled to London and Savile Row as a young man. What
did you learn during your time there?

“London was once the capital of menswear. I learnt British tailoring and soon understood the need to turn our gaze towards
other parts of the world in order to create a modern service to
please each client. That’s why you’ll find both Neapolitan and
British tailoring at Rubinacci.”
What is Rubinacci’s greatest challenge today?

“In a world of social networks, with their focus on appearance
and shallow topics, I’d say the main challenge is to honour your
heritage and not forget your roots.”
Who has been your mentor?

“My father. He made me see life and beauty in the art and
taught me how to build a long-term relationship with a client –
something much more important than selling the odd suit to the
client in question. I would also have to say Sergio Loro Piana. He
used to come to the shop once a week, after the official closing
time, for his fittings. He shared his passion with me, revealing
the secrets behind each fabric.”

You’ve taken the penny loafer and
interpreted its style with different
items and materials, from the
finest suit to casual denim. What
is your favourite look for a day in
Naples?

”Regardless of where in the world
you are, the situation determines
what I wear. If I’m going to work,
I’ll choose a blue linen suit and
low shoes made from brown calfskin. For a night out, I’ll wear something more casual. Typically, a pair
of jeans, a blue blazer, striped shirt
and a pair of brown leather shoes.”
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Be honest. What is the secret behind
your success on Instagram?

”Being myself and giving something
back. Through the page and the videos, I share my knowledge with the
new generation.”
Luciano Pavarotti was among your
many famous customers. Did you
ever see him in person?

Smartly dressed family trio.
Mariano, Chiara, Luca Rubinacci.

“Yes. I remember once in Naples.
Pavarotti picked up the measuring
tape and asked me to take his measurements. But the tape was too short
around his waist, and we both burst
into laughter. I think he did it on purpose to make me laugh.”
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”Pavarotti picked up the measuring tape and asked me
to take his measurements. But the tape was too short.”

From top to toe. His own curated Naples look, from the hat to
the Morjas loafers. Exclusively for
Plaza Uomo: Luca shares his personal favourites in Naples and
Milan for our Italy guide.
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Tweed has as many associations
as it does variations. Plaza Uomo
paid a visit to Karl Oskar Källsner,
owner of the specialist shop
Tweed in Stockholm, to dig
deeper into the history of this
legendary fabric.
Wo r d s n at h a l i e wä n b l a d P H OTO G R A P H Y E r i k M a n n by

a warm relationship
with tweed thanks to my grandfather. He
used to potter around in his garden wearing one of his many tweed jackets. When
new, he’d wear them to look smart and
polished. But as they gradually became
increasingly worn, they were given a new
purpose and used for physical work outdoors. This way of treating a garment
once represented something old-fashioned and manly. It’s a beautiful process.”
Karl Oskar’s fond memories of his
grandfather are the perfect example of
how we relate to this complex fabric. As
suggested by its name, his shop Tweed
specialises in the hard-wearing cloth. Although unified by the name, tweed comes
in infinite different variations, each carrying the heritage and individual history
of the material in its fibres. And despite,
or perhaps because, of the many variations of tweed, there’s an air of mystery
surrounding it.
“It’s difficult to put your finger on
it,” Karl Oskar says and itches his chin.
“A wise man once said that tweed cannot be defined, but only described. I usually keep it simple – if it looks like tweed,
I call it tweed. As with everything else,
there’s good and bad, pretty and ugly.
There’s durable and light-weight, there’s
cheap tweed weaved in China and traditional tweed hand weaved in Scotland. “
The latter of course is much more influential, however, as Scotland, or more
specifically the Scottish Highlands, is the
birthplace of this iconic fabric. Soon after the royal family started regularly visiting the area in the 1840s, it became
established as the ideal hunting destination. As boat and train connections improved, the English upper classes made
the Scottish wilderness their go-to hunting ground. “Queen Victoria visited Scot“I’ve always had

F
ABOUT TWEED
The shop Tweed was opened by Karl Oskar
Källsner in 2007. With inspiration from
the informal British style and countryside heritage, Tweed aspires to be a fashion
house implementing traditional style that
feels current and modern. Instead of using an Italian interpretation of British fashion, Tweed interprets British fashion in a
more daring way than the Brits themselves
would have the courage to.

land in 1848. The same year, she and
Prince Albert rented Balmoral Castle
from the Duke of Fife. Four years later,
in 1852, Prince Albert acquired the property, at which Queen Victoria often came
to stay for long periods when she became
a widow later in life. The financial hardship suffered by the Scottish clans in the
nineteenth century made it relatively affordable to rent or buy even large estates,” Karl Oskar explains.
Settling down in their second home,
they began to explore their surroundings
and soon fell in love with Scottish nature, climate, landscape and, of course,
textiles. The classic textile weave twill is
known as tweel, tweelds or tweedled in
Scotland. But since the 1830s, it has been
labelled ‘tweed’ in London. Karl Oskar:
“Traditional clan patterns gained popularity in Scotland during this time period
as a consequence of national romanticism. According to the myth, the patterns
appealed to the queen and prince and
the couple wanted something similar to
wear. But since they were neither Scots
nor members of a clan, they understood
that wearing clan specific patterns would
make them easy targets for ridicule.”
So, instead of wearing local tartan,
the British nobility commissioned their
own pattern. And because they wanted a
look strictly separated from their northern neighbours, a range of different variations were made. As opposed to the
Scots, the royal couple did not keep their
own unique tweed within the family, but
had it made for all their staff also.
“Clan tartan is a glorified representation of the ancient culture of honour
in Scottish society. It served to confirm
one’s status and family name. The new
royal-made tartan was named Estate
tweed and earmarked for those who lived
and worked on the estate. This extended
beyond the immediate family and on to
the forester, gamekeeper and gardener.
Apart from salary, shelter and meals, employment contracts also detailed employees’ right to a new tweed suit every other
year, or possibly even more frequently.
The thickness of the cloth and the suit’s
purpose affected how often the retainer
needed a new one made,” says Karl Oskar.
Besides the tweed’s function to confirm family affiliation and status, there
is another, perhaps more obvious, factor
explaining its fast growth in popularity.
Life in the Scottish Highlands required
durable clothing; only fools would set out
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F
karl oskar
källsner
Age: 48.
Family: Married with three

children.
Education: MBA.
Profession: Runs the shop

Tweed in Stockholm.
Favourite tweed: Old school

Shepherd’s Check.

on the horseback wearing an outfit intended for the city.
Hunting and deer stalking also played
an important role when it came to fabric
design. “Camouflage fabric first appeared
in tweed form. This was because hunters
needed to blend into their surroundings,”
Karl Oskar says. “Lord Lovat had yellow
and green yarns woven into his suit fabric to make it a perfect match against the
green slopes.”
The first tweed was made in 1835 and
named after the estate where it was made,
Glenfeshie. Its design comprises a simple
black and white shepherd check with a red
square on top. With some modification, it
can be turned into a dogtooth or gun club
check. Then there’s the classic Glen plaid,
also known as the Prince of Wales check.
“It was first known as Glenurquhart
check, named after the Scottish valley Glenurquhart near Inverness. Nowadays, the
pattern is associated with business suits. For
these, a worsted yarn is used for a finer and
more detailed finish. The woven twill de-
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“Camouflage fabric first appeared
in tweed form. This was because
hunters needed to blend into
their surroundings,”
sign came to be called Prince of Wales after Edward VII and Edward VIII made it a
popular fabric for both hunting and the city.
Edward VII added an extra square to the
original, I think it was green.”
Karl Oscar picks a Glen tweed from the
rack and puts it down next to the other jackets on the table. From pattern, cloth type,
weight, texture, feel – the options are infinite. Some are light as a feather, others
bulky. Some are rough, others smooth. Considering this great variety, it is easy to see
why tweed has always been famously hard
to define. Tweed can be anything and every-

thing. A memory of a grandfather pottering
round the garden to a rough stone covered
in deep green moss. Tweed encompasses
a wide range and its definition is therefore
impossible to put your finger on. “Some people visit the shop in search for the perfect
tweed jacket. They have something in mind,
something they’ve seen or dreamt of. They’ll
ask for ’a specific type of green, but not that
green’, or ‘checked, but not that checked’.
The one thing I usually gather from those
types of description is that they’re unlikely to
result in an actual purchase. Neither today,
nor tomorrow,” Karl Oskar says chuckling.
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The tweed jacket is the perfect
addition to your wardrobe.

tweed-lingo
WOOL

“Broadly speaking, Tweed is usually put in two different categories. Cheviot tweed and Saxony tweed, depending on the wool. Cheviot is rougher durable wool
from British sheep whilst Saxony is softer imported
wool, often produced by merino sheep. Tweed is normally weaved using pure carded wool, but occasionally mixed carded wool is used. For a slightly different feel, the producers of Tweed can also choose to use
wool with a mix of other natural fibres. Synthetic fibre
can be found in wool mixes but should be avoided.”
WEAVING

“Twill is the most commonly found, but also plain
weave is used when creating, for example, Donegal Tweed. Traditionally this fabric was weaved by
hand using hand spun yarns, but machine weaved
fabrics have been equally important to the development of tweed. Hand spun tweed is normally
coarser, looser and more open than the tweed
weaved by machine. Hard twisted closely machined weaved tweed in cheviot wool gives best
protection against bad weather and wind, it is also
longer lasting. Soft and finely weaved tweed is exclusively made by machine.”

This Donegal tweed is of
Irish origin, characterised
by the colourful details in
the yarn.

Harris tweed

”Harris tweed is the most famous of all different kinds
of tweeds. Its history lies in poverty, craftmanship and
how a lady who was a little better off fell in love with
the quality of the hand spun coarse wool. It has been
sold all over the world since the 1800s and many will
argue this is the only ‘real’ tweed. Ever since 1909 ‘The
Harris Tweed Orb’ signature label guarantees that
the wool is weaved by hand on the Outer Hebrides in
Scotland, out of locally spun and dyed British wool.
The wool is weaved in the islanders’ homes, and it is
not permitted to attach the loom to any sort of electric
engine, the fabric must be made by physical labour, as
it is always has been.”

Gun club

“The ultimate old man tweed for all ages. Its name
originates from a hunters club in the States, which
found an estate fabric and made it their own. The
tweed was then referred to as ‘Gun Club’ as a reference to the club. The name travelled back across
the Atlantic to Britain, and started being used, most
probably as it’s easier to say than ‘Coigach’.”
CAMOUFLAGE

A tweed dinner jacket – not everyone
can do this fine garment justice.

“When Lord Elcho formed the London Scottish Rifle
Volunteers regiment in 1860, his innovation was to
use the Lovat tweed in favour of the traditional colours. His aim was for his soldiers to be able to creep
up on the enemy as if they were hunters. However,
this idea was not widely accepted for a long time,
and most British soldiers had to wait until the 1900s
for uniform conformity, with the aim to be as invisible as possible. The colour Olive Drab is mainly used
in tepid climates and Khaki in tropical climates.
Tweed is used in for the majority of this uniform’
Karl Oskar tells us.
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Iconic leg wear
by Levi’s

Levi’s are inspired by dads in their latest
collection of chinos, the XX Chino. We see
an ivy classic, with all the basic design features a good chino need, with a nice relaxed
fit, sturdy cloth and a ridiculous amount of
comfort. Janine Chilton-Faust, GlobalVP of
Men’s Design at Levi’s Strauss & Co states:
“The authentic, cool vibe of our new chino
range was inspired part by who we are as an
iconic brand and part by being at the center
of culture moments from streetwear to
skate. They deliver on fit, comfort, and
style especially when worn with your
favorite sneaker.”
We applaud the initiative of their
new non-denim platform for men: The
Levi’s® XX Chino.
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Winter Classics
with Longevity
Let Olof Nithenius guide you to the clothes and
patterns that will last you for years to come.
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Style icon
Svante Nybyggars

photo klas.com

Being an influencer is a wellknown concept these days.
Responsible for single-handedly sky-rocketing the average age of this predominantly
young profession, Svante
Nybyggars is not your regular
influencer. Among fans of heritage and workwear style this
retired ad man has become
famous the world over. Svante
is a glowing example of how
you can grow old with style
and avoid dressing dully when
you’re pushing 70!

BOOTS
A subject that never gets old as winter approaches. The footwear that
helps you survive the coldest and wettest months of the year!
62
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Look after your
boots this
winter:

A close-up of the iconic boot

If you’re able to find
winter boots with wool
lining – sheep’s wool
in this case – go for it!
Another way to keep
warm during the
winter season is to
buy a shoe that’s half
a size too big, then just
add wool insoles and
wear slightly thicker
wool socks.

Like stubborn fools, we’ll
forever keep on repeating the mantra: Go for
quality, not quantity. This
golden rule applies more
than ever when it comes
to shoes. A pair of quality
boots from a great manufacturer, like Edward
Green in this case, might
be pricey but it’s truly an
investment for life.
Grain leather is a
rewarding yet stylish
material that is both
sturdy and easy to
look after. Perfect for
winter boots.

PHoto Jamie K Ferguson

PHoto IBL

When choosing boots
to be worn in autumn
and winter, a more
robust rubber sole,
which is significantly
more practical, is
preferable.

The harsh weather
can cause your winter
boots significant wear
and tear. Some practical tips: Go for a
rubber sole as leather
soles will soak up
moisture and won’t
take too kindly to the
salt on our streets.
Spray suede shoes with
a quality impregnation
spray to help them
handle a bit of snow
and slush. Never dry
shoes with heat, as in
putting them close to
a radiator for example,
as this will cause the
leather to dry out.
Use wooden shoe blocks
or add newspaper which
will absorb moisture
and let your shoes dry
naturally.

PHoto jamie k ferguson

PHoto jamie k ferguson

4 x street style

5 x W inter b oots

Crockett & Jones

L.Ll Bean

Maine Mountain Moccasin

Paraboot

Trickers
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Style icon
Benjamin Philips

photo Drake´s www.drakes.com

Ben is a truly affable gentleman who you’ll find at Drake’s
Clifford Street in London. A
man with many irons in the
fire, his resumé includes a
role as a singer in a hardcore
band, the former owner of a
tattoo parlour in Wales, a
Brazilian jiu-jitsu competitor and a DJ in various clubs
around London. He’s also a
natty dresser …

tartan
Timeless checks from the Highlands.
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6 x street style

The Expert
Fredrik Af Klercker
Co-founder of Stiljournalen
and a proud wearer of tartan.

photo Drake’s

Fredrik, as a bona fide wearer of a
family/clan tartan, tell us about your
relationship with the pattern.
“My first contact was through my
father wearing tartan-patterned jackets
before I was old enough to know what it
was. Later in life, around the age of 20,
as my interest in history grew, I wanted
to get a kilt which I finally got in Ancient
Clark, the tartan of our clan!”

Did you know that …
The ancient patterned fabric, which
above all flourished in the 17th
century, references which clan or
family you belong to. In modern
times, plenty of fashion brands
have created checked patterns
based on these tartans and used
them as a signature mark for the
brand.

In what ways should you wear tartan?
“It all depends on which tartan you use.
There are general patterns which in
case you can just go for it. If it’s a clan
tartan your name should be the same
as the fabric.”

A rebellious fabric
Intriguingly, tartan – which is seen as timeless and traditional by many – gained a
new fanbase in the 70s thanks to the punk
movement. One of punk’s earliest and perhaps most important figures was Malcolm
Mclaren, who among other things managed
the Sex Pistols and ran a shop with his partner Vivienne Westwood, was a big fan of tartan. Sex Pistol’s frontman Johnny Rotten
frequently wore tartan as well.

As an authority when it comes to
tuxedos, can you wear tartan trousers
with a dinner jacket?
“That’s absolutely fine but preferably
only in Scotland or it could end up looking like a costume. The line between
dressing up and fancy dress is very
fine.”
Which tartan pattern is the prettiest?
“MacIntosh Hunting is incredibly beautiful in my opinion. Clark is a sub-clan of
MacIntosh, so that’s our origins.”

6 x T artan

Aspesi

Begg & Co

Burberry

Luca Avitabile

Ralph Lauren

Drakes’s
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Style icon
Art Garfunkel &
Jack Nicholson

PHoto ibl

This time around we’ve
settled for not one but two
icons when it comes to
stylish duffel wearers.
The 1971 film
“Carnal Knowledge”
follows the life of two men
over a period of 25 years,
from the 40s to the 70s.
Apart from being an exceptionally great film it’s stylistically spot on with an exemplary portrayal of timeless
American style.

The Duffel
From a military coat to an immortal piece of winter clothing for men with a
classic style.
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PHoto Ethan Newton

6 x D u f f els

Drake’s

Gloverall

PHoto jamie k ferguson

Photo jamie k ferguson

6 x street style

IN

D ETAIL

THE D UFFEL C O A T

Montgomery

A real winter warrior.

A duffel always comes
with a hood.

The most prominent
characteristic of the
duffel is its typical buttons made from buffalo
horn (other materials
exist as well) that are
fastened with toggles.
Buy British! There are
plenty of nice duffels out
there but somehow it feels
like a very British item of
clothing. In the 1890s the
army ordered duffels from
a number of producers in
England. These were used
throughout several wars and
the coat later spread to the
general public. There are still
a number of manufacturers
of duffels in Britain, like this
Original Montgomery.

Today there are several examples of what
the duffel coat shoulders look like. The original had a shoulder
with a double-layering
of fabric.
NN07

The duffel is made
from a rough wool fabric that should be able
to withstand both cold
and wet conditions.
Originally it was a military coat which, 100
years ago, would have
had a fabric twice as
thick as today’s duffel.

Mackintosh
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Style icon
Simon Crompton

photo jamie k ferguson

Simon Crompton started
his blog Permanent Style
as a hobby project 11 years
ago. Over the years he’s
become one of the most
influential people within
bespoke fashion and classic style. Crompton began
working on Permanent
Style full-time just a few
months ago, having run the
blog as a side project for
many years while working
as a financial journalist.

Cavalry twill
A sturdy and elegant fabric that always maintains its shape!
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The Expert
Douglas Cordeaux

3 x street style

One of the things that makes cavalry twill a
bit special is its double-twill weave that can be
seen when you look closely and which offers
the fabric more structure than regular twill.
The fabric is usually made from slightly heavier
wool in natural colours like off-white, beige and
nougat. Varieties in cotton are also available.

Italian style

A person with great taste once said that he prefers British fabrics
and Italian tailors, getting the best of both worlds. There’s some
truth in this. The prestigious tailoring house Sartoria Vestrucci has
gained a new lease of life after a change of owners and has recently tailored a suit in cavalry twill for Tommaso Capozzoli, one of the
tailor’s representatives. It won’t get any better than this. For more
inspiration, follow them on Instagram: @tommasoca pozzoli @
sartoriavestrucci. Images from Sartoria Vestrucci.

photo jamie k ferguson

CEO of Fox Brothers’ fabrics

Douglas, as an expert in British fabrics, how do you feel about
cavalry twill?
“Like the name suggests, the fabric
has a solid history and was traditionally used as a military fabric and later
started a tradition within civilian fine
tailoring. These days I wear cavalry
twill instead of jeans. Fox Cavalry Twill
turns into a fantastic trouser. Heavy,
sure, but it can be tailored to perfection.”
You recently collaborated with
Permanent Style. How did it end up
being a cavalry twill fabric?
“Simon has had a central role in the
telling of the story behind Fox Cavalry
Twill. In our archives we store old fabric samples and some of these were
shown at an event on Savile Row
(London’s number one street for tailors) which Permanent Style hosted.
Among the fabrics, Simon spotted a
light fabric in cavalry twill which he
later asked Pomella, the trouser maker
from Naples, to make into a pair of
trousers. The rest is history.”
Is the fabric only suitable for
trousers?
“Cavalry twill isn’t just for trousers; it
can also be used for coats and suits.”
How and with what do you wear cavalry twill?
“Personally I love cavalry twill as odd
trousers in navy blue. Some people
don’t like the thought of wearing navy
trousers – but why not? I never wear
jeans so navy blue works great at the
weekend combined with a chambray
shirt (Kenneth Field), indigo bandana and a Kapital work jacket. At the
moment I’m wearing cavalry twill trousers from Margret Howell in an olive/
brown British wool. Navy trousers
are great! I have an upcoming order
in the works in the form of a doublebreasted, six-button jacket in navy
blue which means that I’ll soon be able
to wear a whole suit in this fabric. I can
hardly wait.”

Did you know ...
Like its name suggests, this
robust fabric has a military
background and was mainly
used by the artillery for
their riding trousers.
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The dandy
is dead long live
the dandy
Words OLOF NITHENIUS

d

andy as a concept in
men’s fashion keeps
coming back and
people relate to it in
different ways. But
what is a dandy exactly? If we look at
the origins of the concept in a historic
context, we find its roots in 18th century
London and Paris. In London, the dandy
style originated from an aspiring middle
class where men dressed impeccably to
appear as if they belonged to the aristocracy. It was all about trying to look more
sophisticated and elegant than the next
man. With time, the term dandy became
associated with something close to an
exaggerated elegance with a large
dollop of vanity.

70

The remains of this class system, with
its clear hierarchies and boundaries, is
not as pronounced in modern society and
dressing to climb the social ladder doesn’t
seem quite as relevant today. These days
the focus is on the individual. In a society
where plenty of people choose to promote
themselves on social media, the concept of
the dandy could instead be seen as a way
to enhance your personality through an
elegant and personalised style.
Many people have come to associate
the contemporary dandy with the men’s
fashion trade show Pitti Uomo in Florence. “Pitti peacocks” is now a widespread
term that alludes to the men dressed in
extravagant outfits that can be seen on the
trade show floor and the streets of Florence twice a year. In this regard, the term

dandy categorises people with a very expressive style which some people find elegant, whereas others feel that it is far too
theatrical.
It has even become somewhat of a
trend to look down on these flamboyant
Pitti men. It’s interesting that so many
people in the fashion industry are trying
to score points within their own circles
by criticising these peacocks. In our opinion style is – and should be – individual, it
is not based on science and there are few
rights or wrongs. That’s why we think it’s
better to focus on the positives rather than
expressing what you find personally unappealing. Which is why, in this issue, we
wish to offer some redress for the elegant,
expressive and uniquely dressed men. A
celebration of the dandy!
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Dr. André Churchwell –
A prominent cardiologist
and one of the best-dressed
dandies in the world.

The Dandy
Spotter
Photographer Rose Callahan has made a career out
of photographing colourful gentlemen.
72
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A new generation of dandies are blossoming all over the African continent.

R

ose, how did you come up
with the idea of documenting these modern-day
dandies?

“I actually shot one of
my first portraits back in
2008 but I’d never have guessed that it
would become a 10-year-long, ongoing
project, that has led to two published
books and associated trips around the
world.
It all began when I was dating my
husband, Kelly, who was on the lookout for a new suit. He came across a tailor who took portraits of his customers, one of which was Allen Crawford,
also known as “Lord Whimsy”. This man
really caught my attention while also
sparking my curiosity about dandies, so
much so that I decided to travel to his
hometown New Jersey to photograph
him. I remember being surprised by the
relatively conservative yet eccentric style
Allen had managed to create out in New
Jersey and so I began to do a bit of research on the subject and people with a
similar style. The result was a long list of
people who I wanted to photograph.

I later came across Matt Fox and Enrique Crame III, the owners of Fine and
Dandy in New York, and we ended up
collaborating as they have such a big
network of customers and partners. In
addition they also gave me the inspiration to start a blog, which really pushed
me in the right direction. It felt as if the
work I’d started out on gained meaning and my readership grew significantly. I didn’t find that the style was
documented in the way I wanted it to
be on #menswear blogs – I wanted to
celebrate and highlight the person behind the clothes. Early on in the project
I found that I preferred portraying my
subjects in their homes as it led to a
more intimate relationship.
I’ve never viewed my project as street
style or fashion photography; I mainly
see it as portrait photography. The dandies I’ve photographed have been surprising in many ways and have shown a

different kind of masculinity that I believe is important for people to see today.
The dandy as a concept/style came about
as early as the 18th century but would you
say that the dandy still relevant?

I’d like to think that the rich history
behind dandyism is what makes it relevant to this day. The history gives it
meaning and a sense of continuity, as if
you are following in the steps of the big
names before you. However, how dandyism is expressed on a purely stylistic
level changes over time.
What defines a dandy?

My definition is pretty broad but
above all there must be an obsession
with traditional masculine elegance (the
gentleman) combined with a healthy
dose of eccentricity and a rebellious
spirit.
I believe that most people think of
dandies as the peacocks of men’s fashion

”... the rich history behind dandyism
is what makes it relevant …”
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”An obsession with elegance
and aesthetics which has
become part of their identity.”
At home with dandy Nick Foulkes.

Legendary journalist
Gay Talese isn’t worried
about standing out.

and often associate them with the men
who visit Pitti Uomo. I’m inclined to
share this perception. The people I love
taking portraits of are those who challenge people’s expectations. Let’s say,
for example, the award-winning mathematician who, ten years ago, decided to
only wear black, three-piece suits with a
bow-tie and a lapel pin that looks like a
spider on a daily basis.
Is there a common thread connecting the
men you’ve photographed?

An obsession with elegance and aesthetics that has become a part of their
identity. That and a suit – they all wear
classically tailored clothing in some
way.
Is there a dandy you’ve photographed
that you’d particularly like to highlight?

An example from We are Dandy,
Gian Maurizio Fercioni, a Milan-based
dandy who at first glance looks like a
typical elegant Italian gentleman as he’s
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walking along the city streets but somewhat unexpectedly, he's a tattoo icon in
Italy – under his clothes he’s completely
covered in tattoos. He swears like a
sailor and his personality is really punk.
In I am Dandy we met up with Dr.
André Churchwell, a dandy doctor and
a true renaissance man. He’s a prominent heart surgeon and a professor at
Vanderbilt University in Nashville but
he’s also one of the best-dressed men in
any given room he happens to step into.
He’s enormously dedicated to tailored
fashion and always calls me when he’s in
town to show me a new outfit. He inherited his passion for clothes from his father who was the first black reporter at
the Nashville Reporter, at a time when
the office was still segregated. André’s
father had to work in his own office but
despite working on his own he dressed
sharply every day. André is also a singer,
a poet and exhibits his own art.
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3x Iconic dandies
Three men from history who lived and breathed
flamboyant style.
Salvador Dalí

Oscar Wilde

Jacques d’Adelswärd-Fersen
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I n s p i r at i o n a l s t y l e
For the daring – our selection worthy of a true dandy.

Drake’s

Cesare Attolini x Michael
Jondral

Lock & Co

Beau Brummell
– The dandy of all
dandies

Francesco Maglia

Rota x Michael Jondral

Turnbull & Asser

Budd

76

Saint Crispins

Simonnot Godard

Beau Brummell is perhaps the
most renowned dandy of them
all. The stylish Brit lived in
London during the end of the
18th century until his death in
1840 in France. Brummell had
a high-society lifestyle and
was known for his impeccable
style and elegance. It’s not
a coincidence that was honoured, in 2002, with a statue
on Jermyn Street, the epicentre of tailored men’s fashion in
London. The statue is adorned
with an inscription that might
not be an accurate description
of Brummel himself:”To be
truly elegant one should not
be noticed”.

Did you know …

The dandy in pop culture

Nils Dardel’s famous painting The Dying Dandy from 1918, which now
hangs at Moderna Museet in Stockholm, is one of the most expensive paintings ever sold in Sweden. To this day, the dandy portrayed
remains unknown although it’s been heavily speculated that the painting offers some kind of allegory.

Plenty of people agree that the screen adaptation of Evelyn
Waugh’s novel Brideshead Revisited from 1981 is one of the best
TV-series ever made. The series follows the lives of young gentlemen Charles and Sebastian who perfectly epitomise the dandy
style.
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New

Premium

Rooms

The new “Premium” room, modern chests
of luxury and design that will be divided
into Classic, Grand Deluxe sea view and
Presidential. The design recalls the classic
Venetian style in a combination of Gothic
and Renaissance inspiration adapted in a
contemporary key.

Lionello Cera, 2 Michelin stars chef,
chooses the Excelsior Venice Lido Resort
to open his second Restaurant.
Along with the beach opening on June 1st,
guests will now have the chance to embark
on a culinary journey across the tastes
of Venetian cuisine thanks to the new
summer restaurant by chef Lionello Cera
on the Tropicana Terrace: “Bistrot del
Mare by Lionello Cera”. This experience
will enrich the portfolio of Hotel Excelsior
Venice Lido Resort.
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Hong
Plaza Uomo went to
Hong Kong to find out
how the city has managed to become such a
global driving force for
tailored men’s fashion.

Words Erik Mannby PHotos Andreas Klow

A

perfect melting pot of East and West, located
at the mouth of the mighty Pearl River
(Zhujiang), Hong Kong is like a portal into a
steampunk-influenced, sci-fi adventure. The
unique skyline cast by its hyper-modern skyscrapers, alongside its narrow alleyways and
British colonial architecture – all of it bathing
in unidentifiable umami scents – combine to create a truly unique
environment.
As you first step out of the plane on arrival the thought that
this is a place where you can find a treasure trove of bespoke
menswear of the finest quality doesn’t seem particularly plausible, seeing that the subtropical climate is generally more suited
for shorts, t-shirts and flip-flops.
Wearing a suit, which many of the local men choose to do on
a daily basis, dispalys a desire to dress properly that is bordering
on suicidal. Then again, Hong Kong remained under British rule
for a long time, and the rigid Victorian dress codes seem to have
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been adopted by Hong Kong’s population (well, the male of the
species at least).
For decades, the “Made in Hong Kong” label was a far cry
from a signifier of quality. Electronics and clothing produced in
the region were perceived as mass-produced, cheap trash. These
days, the cost of living here would not allow substandard products. The cost per square metre on the heavily populated island
is one of the highest in the world, which might explain the overrepresentation of luxury stores in the city. As a visitor you get the
sense that you’re always closer to a Rolex retailer than a grocery
shop. Sure, there are plenty of average tailors who survive by relying on less discerning tourists but you’ll also find craftsmen of
the highest standards here. Alongside photographer Andreas
Klow, Plaza Uomo was shown the very best that Hong Kong has
to offer menswear enthusiasts by the connoisseur of connoisseurs himself, Maslow So. We’re delighted to share some of the
city’s most interesting shops, craftsmen, bars and restaurants
with Plaza Uomo’s discerning readership.
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F
yipping chen
Job: Fabric buyer
Current projects: General manage-

ment of The Cheers Ltd and development of a new four-ply Lumb’s
Golden Bale cloth for the upcoming season.

The Cloth Kings
of China
To be the largest supplier of high-quality fabrics for suits in China is no
small feat, in particular considering that, right now, this could well be
the biggest growth market for tailored clothing world-wide. Plaza Uomo
visited Yipping and Elber, the men behind The Cheers Ltd.
80
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“If the cut and design
gives a piece of cloth its
soul, the cloth itself can
be seen as the flesh and
blood of the finished
garment.”

Elber Luo, co-founder of
The Cheers Ltd.

if someone were to give us the creative freedom. We’re looking at
a flourishing market for classic men’s fashion in modern China,
with more and more new tailors and shops opening. Shops like
these need a reliable supplier of high-quality fabrics.
On the other hand, selecting the cloth is an essential part in
clothes design. If the cut and design gives a piece of cloth its soul,
the cloth itself is the flesh and blood of the finished garment. It’s a
huge pleasure for both tailors and customers. When we dive deep
into the manufacturing process we’re really pleased to be in a position that combines the clothing experience with how clothes are
actually made.”
Your business stretches from Hong Kong across the whole of
China. Has the interest in high-quality products changed over
the years, and if so, how?

“The market has changed a lot over the years. The economic growth in China has not only allowed consumers to invest more in the clothes they wear, it has also introduced more
choice in the market. When it comes to fabrics, this means that
consumers look at products from more directions than they
did previously. Ten years ago, most customers would just ask
for a brand and the number after the word “Super”. These days,
younger generations of classic menswear enthusiasts are looking for something more specific and individual.”
Who are your typical customers?

Y

ipping, tell us a bit about how and why Cheers
Ltd came about.

“I’ve always been interested in classic
menswear. Around ten years ago I became a
frequent customer at various men’s tailoring
shops and as my interest grew, I started to focus more and more on researching different
vintage fabrics. I came across Lumb’s Golden Bale cloth from
Taylor & Lodge and to my big surprise I discovered that this
amazing brand didn’t have one single distributor in China. So
obviously we decided to launch Taylor & Lodge into China.”

Most of the enthusiasts we meet eventually dedicate themselves to either manufacturing or designing clothes but you
opted for cloth supplier … What is it about fine fabric that
really gets you going?

“Just to make it clear, we’re also very interested in designing
and manufacturing and we’d love to take on the role of designer

“Lots of names pop up when you pose that question as we’re
a supplier for both companies and individual customers. I’d
say that Zing Chen is the most representative customer of ours.
He’s the owner of the store, Zing Chen, and also buys from us
privately. Zing is young, ambitious and very passionate about
classic menswear. He verges on nerdy, just like us. Most importantly, he’s always interested in learning about the history and
production behind the fabric, instead of just following market
trends, and he’s got an individual appreciation and taste in fabrics.”
What are your future plans for the company?

“We’ve got both short-term and long-term plans. We’ve already launched four new fabric collections last year and we’re
looking forward to creating more. Right now we’re working on a
four-ply Lumb’s Golden Bale with Taylor & Lodge and a lamb’s
wool jacket with Bower Roebuck, both of which are set to launch
this year. The four-ply cloth collection has the very best qualities
among high-ply fabrics and I’m convinced that it’s going to have
a big impact. Over the long-term, we’ll continue to work with
Taylor & Lodge and Bower Roebuck with a focus on unique and
exquisite fabrics.”
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Menswear
fashion in
Hong Kong
During our visit to Hong Kong, we were guided to the very best shops and
brands in the city. In the pages below we’ve collated a special selection of
Plaza Uomo’s absolute favourites for our readers.

Gordon Yao
Tailor Gordon Yao is located in the classic luxury hotel Royal Garden, where we
also happened to stay during our visit.
Founded by Gordon’s father in 1958, Yao
is a well-known name among well-dressed
Hong Kong residents. Before he was allowed to work with his father, Gordon was
a tailoring apprentice for 3 years – a common practice at the time. Even though
Yao’s tailoring business is respected by
both industry colleagues and customers of
all ages, there are some clouds on the horizon: when Gordon joined the business
there were 12 employees, today there are
just 5.
According to Gordon, the issue is that
the industry doesn’t offer a guaranteed
path to economic success, which is highly
rated among young Hong Kong residents.
This is a profession that requires a lengthy
and demanding education (even if it isn’t
as strict as when Gordon started out,
when canings were an everyday occurrence) and it isn’t particularly well-paid in
the beginning.
To ensure that the tailoring house can
continue its business at Royal Garden, its
location for more than 15 years, there are
regular trunk shows in Beijing and
Shanghai where Gordon Yao’s marketshare remains strong. Although the business is doing better than many other tailoring houses, Gordon would like to see
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more investment from Hong Kong authorities to make sure that more young
people are interested in the craft: “They
should open up places of education to
highlight and protect the trade which has
always been strongly associated with the
city.” It’s clear that Gordon isn’t only looking out for his own business – he’s genuinely concerned about Hong Kong’s future
as a city for tailoring and craftsmanship.
After spending a few days in some of
Hong Kong’s leading shops for bespoke
fashion, we have a feeling that the trade is
about to be rescued. This is Hong Kong’s
tailoring future!
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The Armoury & Drop 93
It would be hard to exaggerate the influence that Mark Cho and Allan See’s
shop has had on the new wave of premium menswear stores in Hong Kong –
well, even world-wide. In central Hong
Kong there are two relatively large stores
within walking distance from each other.
That in itself is a sign of how successful
the concept is. They might not be the first
in Hong Kong to offer clothes from some
of the most leading names in the world
– with an emphasis on Italian brands
among others – but they were definitely
the first to find the perfect mix of cool
brands, interesting trunk shows (which
is something more or less all the menswear shops we visited in Hong Kong do)
and beautiful images on social media.
Over the last decade, The Armoury was
more or less synonymous with the hashtag #menswear on Tumblr (before
Instagram became the number one
for photography).
Meeting Mark Cho for the first time
it’s difficult to imagine that this low-key
and modest man has more or less singlehandedly created brands Drake’s, Ring
Jacket and The Armoury as we know
them today. Despite living with a constant case of jetlag from visiting his various businesses around the world, while
also juggling work with family time,
Mark managed to accompany us to several shops and manufacturers and even
made time for dinner. 		
The success was far from guaranteed
when they opened their first store at
Pedder Building in 2010. As customers
were few and far between, the shop staff
developed their photographic talents by
taking photos of each other and the store.
Images were posted on social media and
on online forum Styleforum. The atmosphere of relaxed elegance was a hit. Soon
enough fashion hungry men from all
around the world made their way to the
shop to splurge on handmade Ambrosi
trousers and Yohei Fukuda shoes.
Apart from the two Armoury stores,
they now also run Drop 93 from an industrial building in Kowloon, Hong
Kong. This is where new old stock, customers’ lightly used garments and wrong
orders can be bought for a reasonable
price. Appointments can be arranged for
those who are interested in visiting the
showroom – apart from that the whole
business is digital.
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Brandon Chau, co-owner
of Attire House, enjoying a
smoke break in the shop’s
adjoining cigar lounge.

Prologue Hong Kong

Brycelands

Prologue Hong Kong
Prologue can be found on Shin Hing Street,
a charming side street on the slopes of central Hong Kong. Accounting for the skyhigh rental prices, the shop has been furnished so that every surface reaches its
optimal potential. Downstairs you’ll find a
smaller selection of ready-to-wear garments
from brands such as
Sevenfold Firenze, Yanko and Paolo
Albizzati. However it’s on the upper floor
that the company’s beating heart is truly located: the fitting studio. Plaza Uomo’s photographer Andreas jumped at the chance to
try on a jacket he’d ordered at one of Prologue’s many trunk shows in Europe. Like
many other manufacturers in the city, the
cut is clearly Italian with Florentine lapels
and soft lines. Maslow, our guide during our
week in the city, who was also involved in
Prologue’s early days, tells us that they spent
close to a year before the launch trying out
several of Italy’s best tailors, from north to
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south, before selecting the details they liked
the best for Prologue’s House Style.

Attire House
On the 4th floor of the Duke Wellington
House, you’ll find Attire House – more
of a fully-fledged concept for men with a
taste for life’s finer things than yet another
menswear store. Owners Arnold and
Brandon have created the ultimate man
cave where you’ll find a large selection of
classic menswear brands, as well as a barber and a spacious (separate for obvious
reasons) cigar lounge, with hidden doors
in the wood paneling. (Side note: it seems
as if all Hong Kong menswear shops have
wooden wall paneling.) Attire House is
well worth a visit, even if just to soak up
the atmosphere and to have a look at the
great ready-to-wear collections from several of Europe’s most prominent tailoring
houses, such as Anderson & Sheppard,
Attolini and many more.

Brycelands
Writing about Bryceland’s without mentioning founder Ethan Newton is close to
impossible. He first made his name at The
Armoury where he was among the brand’s
core group of owners and employees who became niche celebrities within the menswear
world. In collaboration with Kenji Cheung,
Ethan has created a shop concept based on
his individual style and tastes which draw inspiration as much from workwear and North
American native design as they do from fine
tailoring. Among the brands on offer in the
store – located on the 7th floor of the Luk Yu
building – you’ll find Plaza Uomo favourites like Sartoria Dalcuore and St Crispins, as
well as their own brand Bryceland’s which has
a style reminiscent of vintage Pendleton and
Woolrich. We fully recommend asking about
the limited-edition scent collection, developed in collaboration with a small perfumery
in Florence. Photographer Andreas and I both
left the store with a bottle of “Tabacco”.
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Ascot Chang
Writing an article about well-dressed
Hong Kong without mentioning
Ascot Chang would be a massive breach
of our journalistic duty. Mark Cho introduced us to Justin Chang, the son of the
founder and the business development
manager of the now multinational business. For close to 70 years, Ascot Chang
has created bespoke shirts for thousands
of men worldwide, from Hong Kong in
the east to Los Angeles in the west. Instead of focusing on hand-sewn detailing, they’ve made the perfect fit their
number one priority.
Justin guided us around the factory in
an industrial area in Kowloon. Here you’ll
find miles and miles of fabrics and around
100 employees working on the various
stages of shirt construction– a big contrast to the company’s humble beginnings
when it launched in 1953 with just 5 shirt
makers. There’s an old order archive with
purchases dating from at least 50 years
ago, plus an enormous stock of vintage
fabrics for those wishing to ensure that
they’re getting a truly unique look.
Ascot Chang runs several stores across
the city but the company’s shirts can also
be found in other stores thanks to several
design collaborations. Prospective buyers
wishing to try out the bespoke service can
do so if they buy at least 3 shirts. Prices
start at HKD 1395.

Justin Chang is the heir
and business developer of
the iconic shirtmaker Ascot
Chang.

WW Chan
Like Ascot Chang, tailors WW Chan is
more or less synonymous with bespoke
tailoring in Hong Kong and like many
other exclusive clothing brands in the
city, WW Chan originally come from
Shanghai. Hong Kong is where the company has made an international name
for itself as one of the city’s leading tailoring houses that dates back to 1952.
Unfortunately the owner was away during Plaza Uomo’s visit and sadly there
was no time to get a proper presentation
of the business. However visiting Hong
Kong without at least checking out WW
Chan would’ve been unthinkable. Just
like many of the places we visited during our stay, WW Chan is based in one of
the many skyscrapers in downtown Hong
Kong, on the 8th floor of the intriguing
sounding Entertainment Building.

WW Chan
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A classic cricket jumper
from Dreyden.

Dreyden
On the recommendation of a friend,
knitwear company Dreyden turned
out to be one of the most interesting
new brands we came across in Hong
Kong. Carolyn Yim is the third generation in her family going down the knitwear path. A pun on the name of author
Dryden, all of the brand’s jumpers are
named after famous authors: Cecil, Ernest and so on. Its name is clearly indicative of the brand’s ambitions and values– it’s all about American East Coast
intellectuals, Ivy League influences
and great literature. Carolyn, like many
other young Hong Kong-residents with
families who can afford it, went to university in New York. Her subject? Literature, of course.
You’ll find Carolyn’s wood panelled 6th floor studio in an industrial
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The Anthology

building in Kowloon, where beautiful, heavy cricket jumpers hang next
to ribbed cashmere turtleneck jumpers, surrounded by exclusive yarns from
Loro Piana. The spacious studio is just a
small part of a significantly larger family-run business that creates knitwear
clothing and accessories for numerous
luxury brands around the world but it is
Dreyden, with its vintage-inspired yet
modern cut that has really caught our
attention. To be original and stylish at
the same time is certainly unusual when
it comes to knitwear for men.

The Anthology
A mere block away from Prologue, on
On Wo Lane, you’ll find The Anthology. Our visit included yet another
jacket fitting for Plaza Uomo’s photographer Andreas: a heavy Black Watch

checked jacket which seems like an unexpected garment in a city like Hong
Kong where temperatures rarely drop
below 20 degrees and humidity levels
average 80%. The business launched
as recently as April 2018 but company
founders Andy Chong and Buzz Tang
have a solid background within tailoring and fabric buying respectively, including working on Savile Row in
London. The business is clearly driven
by a passion for clothing and workmanship, with a focus on bespoke. Compared to many other stores and tailors
in the city, they offer very few brands
apart from their own, with ties from
Vanda the only exception. Suits and
jackets have, in similarity with many
other Hong Kong tailors, a classic
Florentine design in the lapel and front
details. Fully handmade of course.
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Happy Paradise
When it comes to Hong Kong restaurants I’d like to extend a warning to our
vegetarian readers. In particular if you
want to try traditional Cantonese food.
A cuisine where you eat all the parts of
an animal and where there simply are
no ‘sacred cows’. Although dishes may
look compatible with Western palates,
it might be wise to ask about the various
ingredients as innards or eyes often slip
into all sorts of dishes here. Happy
Paradise’s specialties include a whole
fried pigeon, for example. And when I
say “whole” I mean feet, beak, the lot! I
took great pleasure seeing Andreas eat
this dish while keeping a straight face.
Having said that, there are plenty of
dishes on the award-winning restaurant’s
menu that justify its glowing reputation,
including the many Szechuan dishes.
52–56 Staunton Street,
Central Hong Kong

China Tang

In Mody House you’ll
find exciting and cosy
whisky bars on almost
every floor.

BARS AND RESTAURANTS
001 Bar
A speakeasy bar in an art-nouveau style.
Practically impossible to find without a
local guide thanks to its location in an alleyway in the middle of a fish market, its
anonymous black door and almost invisible doorbell. Exclusive, with amazing
drinks and lovely staff.
97 Wellington Street, Central Hong Kong

The Old Man
Hong Kong has an incredibly nostalgic attitude when it comes to old landmarks, such as its colonial-style restaurants, bars, shops and attractions. The
Old Man is no exception. Like 001 Bar,
this bar is located in a fairly unassuming
alley in Hong Kong’s SOHO. The clientele is quite young and hip but the menu
consists solely of Hemingway-inspired
drinks. It’s unclear whether it’s down to
the strong drinks or my never-ending jetlag, but it takes me a while before I realise why the bar is called The Old Man …
Lower G/F, 37–39 Aberdeen Street,
Central Hong Kong

Bar Buonasera
and Mody House
Located in a relatively anonymous building, whose lobby makes it look like an office building, Mody House is just around
the corner from our hotel in Kowloon.
Maslow reveals that several of the city’s
top whisky bars are located here. The
sign in the lobby lists bars like Butler,
Bar 78, Buonasera and other names written in Chinese. Plaza Uomo took the elevator to the 7th floor where Japanese bar
Buonasera (yes, a Japanese whisky bar in
Hong Kong with an Italian name) can be
found. Cosy, exclusive and welcoming are
some of the adjectives that come to mind
when describing Buonasera. In addition
to its vibe, the wonderful staff and expertly mixed drinks combine to make this
bar a must-visit next time you’re in Hong
Kong. I highly recommend the Nickgoroni
– a different take on the classic Negroni,
based on Japanese whisky. If you can’t get
a table here, there are plenty of other bars
in the same building. Maslow confirms
that they’re all first class.
Mody House, No. 30 Mody Road,
Tsim Sha Tsui

China Tang is pure Chinese luxury with
sleek staff in uniform and Shanghai-inspired colonial interiors. The menu focuses on Mandarin cuisine which, like
the Cantonese, doesn’t waste any animal parts. Our photographer was
obliged to try the more daring options
once again, like soup made with pig’s
lungs, while I was more than happy
with the menu options more suited to
squeamish Western tastes. The dim
sum dishes are divine.
4th Floor at the Landmark Atrium,
15 Queens Road, Central Hong Kong

Inakaya
Thanks to the relative proximity of
Japan, Japanese cuisine has a particularly strong presence in Hong Kong.
Of all the restaurants we visited during our stay, Inakaya was especially
impressive. Not just for its first-class
sushi but for its location at the top of
one of Hong Kong’s highest buildings
on the Kowloon side, offering views
across the whole of Hong Kong’s central island. Even if you’re just a moderate fan of Japanese food, it’s impossible to be disappointed. All of
the ingredients have been flown in
from Japan and freshly prepared that
day. It’s unclear whether the fact that
Maslow knows the chef influenced the
levels of service but the overall experience is going to be hard to beat.
101st Floor, 1 Austin Road West,Tsim Sha
Tsui
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Maslow So is the young
co-founder and visionary
behind menswear store
Il Negozio.

Maslow’s new
deal
Located in the heart of Hong Kong, newly-opened
Il Negozio offers breathtaking views from its
premises. Plaza Uomo sat down with the man
behind this exciting menswear concept.
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Il Negozio means business straight
off the bat with handmade shoes from
their own brand Mori of Shoemakers.

I

l Negozio– the shop in Italian –
wasn’t fully finished during our
Hong Kong visit. The refurbishment has been ongoing for several months and due to some
faulty construction work, the
project ended up costing six digit
figures in rent, material costs and income
loss. Maslow So, the man behind the new,
super exclusive store, concedes that he’s
“annoyed” about the current state of affairs but at the same time he’s so excited
about the new business that he’s fit to
burst. “The interiors are handmade and
specifically designed for the store. We
went with dark wood that has been put
together in a minimalist style.” This way,
the store will appeal to the kind of cus-

Maslow gazes out over the city
from Inakaya, a restaurant
located in one of Hong Kong’s
highest buildings.

tomers who are accustomed to the very
best that money can buy.
Maslow is completely au fait with the
target audience as he himself belongs
to it. The young store owner is, to put it
mildly, a very discerning customer. Talking to Louis – the tailor who is going
to measure, cut and sew all of the suits
on behalf of the store – Maslow comes
across as such an expert that your average menswear enthusiast would be forgiven for mistaking him for a tailor himself. “No, no, we should cut the chest
piece horizontally to get the right drape,”
is typically a specific sentence he’ll utter when he’s discussing his vision for the
perfect suit. His way of expressing himself says a lot about the concept behind

the whole store which stretches further
than just suits. Maslow has a long-standing fascination with bespoke shoes and
over the years he’s gathered a steadily
growing list of friends among the finest
shoemakers in the world. That his personal wardrobe has grown at the same
rate goes without saying. One of these
shoemakers is Japanese master Masaru
Okuyama or Masaru-san as he’s respectfully called here.
On Maslow’s insistence we jump into
one of the thousands of red Hong Kong
taxis and head to the Kowloon side as
that’s where Masaru Okuyama’s studio
is located. “I ended up in Hong Kong because of my wife, who I met here, and
shortly after I found a large client base
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To find the best materials and
craftsmanship in Hong Kong,
Maslow sometimes leaves the
more luxurious areas behind.

Handmade shoes from
Masaru-san, the designer
behind the first collection
from Mori of Shoemakers.

The view from Il Negozio
can only be described as
astonishingly beautiful.

Together with Maslow, tailor Louis
has created the house style that is
90 PLAZAπUOMO
going to characterise Il Negozio.
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Maslow, Masaru and the writer of this
article in Masaru’s shoemaking studio.

Masaru fully engrossed in working on a
pair of bespoke shoes, a much soughtafter product in Hong Kong.

for bespoke shoes,” Masaru tells us.
The reason for Maslow wanting us
to meet Masaru is not just to have a
look at the exquisite shoes but also because they have created something
unique in the men’s shoe industry. This
is a brand with many of the characteristics that are usually only associated with bespoke shoes, such as super thin waists, high-density hand
stitching, premium materials and so
on. Masaru helped with the creation of
shoe-lasts and processes for creating a
quality similar to that of his own shoes.
The difference is that the shoes from
Mori of Shoemakers are made in a relatively large production studio. Thanks
to lower staff costs than in England,
for example, the shoes can be sold for a
price that is lower than most premium

shoes across the globe.
Mori was the first real hit from
Maslow’s new business but Il Negozio
offers a variety of products, including leather jackets from French brand
Chapal, ties from Sevenfold and Paolo
Albizzati, as well as a small area for one
of Maslow’s absolute favourite subjects
– the fountain pen! Here you’ll find
unique vintage collector’s items next to
new limited editions from Montblanc,
Pelikan and more obscure manufacturers. Maslow’s own pen collection is impressive to say the least, consisting of
rarities from around the world as well
as hand-made Japanese writing implements which are his absolute favourites. It takes several weeks to create
just one of these pens, with the finishing touches taking as long as needed.

The exquisite details in the etched and
painted golden carp will give even the
most rudimentary pen enthusiast a
suggestion of how much these pens
are worth.
Back in the tailoring studio, Louis is
finishing some jackets for the first customers. “Customers can be involved during the whole process and are able to discuss every detail if they so wish,” Maslow
tells us. Personally, I can’t think of anything more frustrating than having a customer hanging over my shoulder while
I’m working but then I’m not Louis. The
young tailor is calmness personified and
the quality of his handiwork is undoubtedly first rate. There’s no mistaking: with
Il Negozio, Maslow So has created a perfect microcosm for some of the world’s
most discerning customers.
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F e at u r e

ERMENE G I L D O Z e g n a

MADE
IN
ITALY
The history of Ermenegildo Zegna mirrors the development
of tailored fashion, Italy and what it means to be a man. Plaza
Uomo delves deeper into the brand’s past and future and we find
ourselves utterly charmed.
Words Hélena Yllmark
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With an Oscar for best supporting actor in Green Book and celebrated for
his role in True Detective, Mahershala
Ali also interprets the role of what it is
to be a modern man in Zegna’s
campaign FW2019. All photos:
Courtesy of Ermenegildo Zegna.
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Ermenegildo
Zegna FW19.
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"Gildo", the godfather
of quality.

Zegna facts:
l Ermenegildo Zegna Group’s 2018 revenue came to 1.159 billion

EUR. Export: more than 90% of sales.
l First flagship store in Paris, 1989, followed by Milan. Today there

are 480 stores worldwide. New stores set to open in New York,
New Jersey and Istanbul this year.
l The Milan head office was designed by renowned architect

Antonio Citterio and Gianmaria Beretta.
l Famous brand ambassadors: Robert de Niro, Adrien Brody,

Mahershala Ali and Javier Bardem
l For a 2014 collaboration with Maserati, 100 specially-designed

luxury cars were made together with a collection of tailored Zegna
clothing
l Gildo’s motto: "A great family makes a great company, a great

company makes a great family."
l Global revenue for menswear clothing is calculated to reach $33

in 2020, according to International Euromonitor

“What does it mean to be a man today?”
hen Kathleen Turner’s character as the prosaic
romantic novelist Joan Wilder in box-office hit “Romancing the Stone” (1984) complained: “These were
Italian!" the significance was lost on the character of Jack
T. Colton, played by Michael Douglas. The uncultured
hero has just chopped the heels off her elegant shoes with a
machete to stop them from slowing down the pair’s escape
through the jungle. Judging by her indignant tone, the audience can tell that these shoes were something special. Personally, I’d been brought up with my father constantly praising Italian design and textiles. As a designer he’d travelled to
the north of Italy as early as the 60s for inspiration and buying opportunities. His fascination with the country went as far
as convincing himself of having Italian roots, based on his unusually dark hair and dark-brown eyes. It could be that this was an
attempt to explain his rather dainty shoe size (39) to those around
him, as Italians are renowned for their petite feet. He wore smart
shoes made of premium Italian leather and lived according to “la
bella figuri”, the philosophy framing the life of “gli Italiani” where
it’s all about being as stylish as possible with an individual look
and attitude.
It is possible that Ermenegildo Zegna has done more than any
other person to put “Made in Italy” on the map as a highly valued
standard and has become an ambassador for the concept. Born with
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a vision to offer the world the very best fabric quality, the business
that Zegna set up in 1910 has become one of the largest in the world
and the company’s products are now one of Italy’s most celebrated exports. This really tells you something, when you consider that Italy
has also brought us opera, espresso and the Ferrari.
By the time of the cinema launch of “Made in Italy” in 1965, the
term had already been in use for around four years to indicate that
the country’s le quattro grandi A – the four big As – Abbigliamento,
Arredamento, Agroalimentare and Automobili (clothing, furniture,
farming and cars) were in a league of their own in terms of quality,
creativity, design and luxury. The film title embodied the essence of
the concept, a stamp that with time has become so coveted that the
Italian government has had to rewrite the law again and again to protect the sought-after term from being misused.
These days, Made in Italy is absolutely vital for the country’s exports and in the fashion industry it is without question the most
prestigious label of all. The beginnings of Ermenegildo Zegna’s empire were not exceptional, nor did the brand spring from a dynamic
big city environment. The soft water in Trivero – a small town in
the alpine region of Piedmont between Turin and Milan – made it
an ideal place for washing wool. Ermenegildo’s father was a watchmaker who decided to invest in four looms instead. At a mere 18
years old, Ermenegildo took over the humble business and started
his own company. As a progressive pioneer he invested in technology and imported machinery from England. This was the begin-

ning of a lifelong search for the holy grail of wool. The aim was to
find longer, stronger fibres that could be transformed into strong,
high-quality fabrics. The Italian paid a visit to sheep farmers in both
Australia and New Zealand where he talked them into refining
their product. To fully convince them they were invited back to Italy
to study the manufacturing process up close to fully understand the
quality requirements.
Ermenegildo was ahead of his time in many ways and was quick
to use innovations that helped the company progress. First of all,
Ermenegildo wanted the world to know who produced the fabrics.
There would be no delivering of goods to tailors in a quiet, humble
manner like the other manufacturers – the credit should at the very
least be shared. He began to weave his full name in fabric rolls so that
the end customer, the buyer of a suit, would see who had produced the
premium fabric. Secondly, he invested in advertising on trains and
alongside the railroad tracks in the 1930s – an unexpected move for a
wholesaler. This was so that travellers would associate his name with
top quality. As the Second World War erupted and wool importing
was suspended, tailors would dismantle their customers’ suits to turn
the fabric inside out in an attempt to make them look new again.
Those with an Ermenegildo Zegna label fared far better than others. While Europe was in flames, the Italian weaver travelled to the
U.S to sell his products directly to the very best tailors in the States.
With sons Aldo and Angelo joining the firm, the company began to
produce their own suits. In 1972 Zegna revolutionised the market by
introducing their made-to-measure service, Su Misura. The family-

“Modern men are concerned about how they
look and love being trendy and sophisticated.”

Craftsmanship. Ermenegildo Zegna has a long-standing
reputation for its quality. Photo from the mid 70s.

Timeless vintage. Campaign from 1974 with the man at its centre.
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Actor, martial artist, singer and chef.
Multi-talented Nicholas Tse is the
face of Zegna FW2019, posing the
question: “What is a man?”
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Ermenegildo
Zegna FW19.
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Success. Male models on the catwalk. Menswear collection, 1976.

Chimney at a Zegna factory.

PHoto Matteo Piazza.

“A new male universe has appeared where rules and outdated
concepts, both inside and outside, are questioned.”
owned business has turned from simple weavers to an international
menswear luxury brand over the course of the last century. A fourth
generation of Zegnas is now in charge of the company’s future.
An honourable progression but the landscape of today’s market
is vastly different. There are plenty of challenges for the entire fashion industry, including luxury brands. The map for how we consume
has been entirely redrawn. Classic dress codes are changing. In a time
where the pace of change is quicker than ever, the suit has been undermined by casual- and streetwear. This development began as early
as the 90s with the introduction of Casual or Dress Down Friday
which mercilessly invaded the final weekday with its relaxed style.
The number of men who wear a suit to work on a daily basis is now at
a record low. Paradoxically, this downward trend is occuring at the
same time as menswear has seen a significant boom over the past
decade. When British journalist Mark Simpson coined the expression
“metrosexual” in an article for The Independent back in 1994, he predicted what has become a true fact.
Modern men are concerned about how they look and love being trendy and sophisticated. Young metrosexuals have tremendous
spending power and are a real driving force behind the development
of men’s fashion which in turn creates new product categories. Not
least in Asian countries. This evolution has forced even the most
fine-tailoring focused brands to reevaluate what they offer customers
– including their attitude to suits – to attract more casual
customers. Many brands are hoping that the revolt against Casual
Friday intensifies and that the urge to dress well will gain more
ground. Fashion Week catwalks now feature an ever increasing

number of well-dressed men whose conservative attire has been updated both in terms of construction, composition and components.
A new male universe has appeared where rules and outdated concepts, inside as well as outside, are questioned. In their 2019 autumn
campaign, Zegna posed the philosophical – and loaded in terms of
gender – question: What does it mean to be a man today? Here the
brand follows in the footsteps of brands (think Gilette) that seek to
expand our concept of what masculinity means, contributing to the
creation of a more forward-thinking man. The take-home message?
Finding clothes that embrace an individual style. The press release
tells us that the traditional macho stereotype no longer works. That
it takes courage to show vulnerability, strength to show an emotional
side and daring to be eccentric.
Ermenegildo "Gildo" Zegna, today’s CEO and grandchild of the
eponymous man himself, is well aware of the “to be or not to be” when
it comes to the suit.
According to Gildo, the suit hasn’t made a “comeback” as it never
left in the first place. It’s only its role and relevance that has changed
along with the times. In line with its progressive strategy, the company made its hitherto most expensive acquisition in 2018 with the
purchase of 85% of American brand Thom Browne. The designer
threw out the rulebook for how a suit should look in 2004, pioneering
a new silhouette that stubbornly refuses to go out of fashion. Anklelength, tight trousers worn with a tight-fitting jacket is still the go-to
choice for a lot of men.
The acquisition came as a surprise but fits well with the policy of
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questioning and redesigning the traditional suit look, and in doing
so satisfying the first wave of sought-after millennials. It can’t be denied that Browne has sparked a reputation for being daring with his
shrunk, provocative suit style. In terms of design, the choice of
Alessandro Sartori as the new creative director is also a part of the
“casualisation” needed for our times. Sartori’s strategy is to combine
the classic Zegna style with a more hyper-modern look and has been
given free rein to develop a new subsidiary: the crowd-pleasing and
ultra sporty label Zegna XXX. This advance doesn’t mean that the
company is moving away from its number one trade mark, the suit.
Sartori explains that it’s not just about the product itself these days:
“Style means everything now. We’re seeing a rise in the hybrid suit
where the upper part is no longer a suit jacket but more of a casual
jacket in the same fabric. The tailored suit is by no means dead, it’s
only the model that’s changing.”
For Zegna’s part, streetwear influences are mainly having an impact on style and not the brand’s exclusive fabrics – which they also
supply to fashion houses such as Saint Laurent, Gucci and Tom Ford.
In a euphoric statement, Sartori claims that clear dress codes no
longer exist.
Perhaps it’s time to exclaim: “The dress code is dead, long live
the dress code!” Well, yes and no. In the words of American author
and philosopher Henry David Thoreau: “Every generation laughs at

the old fashions, but religiously follows the new.” Our inherited dress
codes aren’t that easy to get rid of as many men still want to have
some guidelines. And the newer, relaxed ones haven’t been set yet.
Even so, the stiffest dress codes are changing to suit today’s lifestyles. These days a deliberate faux-pas is not seen as a fatal mistake.
And the exclusive 2000-euro suit remains a strong Zegna trademark.
The new generation is doing a good job maintaining grandfather
Zegna’s international development strategy. Exports ensure steady
growth and make up 90% of total sales. In true Zegna spirit, the company was the first luxury brand to go after the gigantic Chinese market with the opening of a flagship store as early as 1991 in Beijing.
Like ”Gildo” said in a Forbes interview: “If you’re not in China today,
you have a problem no matter the product. It’s a huge market that
loves new products.”
Together with brother Paolo, a chairman at the company, he’s safely
steered the family-owned luxury brand into the buy-now climate of
the digital world. They’ve also made sure to establish the company in
new growth markets, such as the Indian and African markets.
To return to the concept of Made in Italy. Today, Zegna doesn’t just
ship products, above all they export their home country and “la bella
figuri”; the Italian finesse of presenting yourself in the most stylish
way in order to make the best possible impression. These days, even
Jack T. Colton in “Romancing the Stone” would get what Joan Wilder
meant by “These were Italian!”.

”The tailored suit isn’t dead, it’s only the
style that has changed.”

Javier Bardem and Dev Patel are
just some of the prominent men
acting as Zegna ambassadors.
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Mahershala Ali’s interpretation of
what it is to be a man. From films
such as The Hunger Games and
Moonlight to Ermenegildo Zegna’s
FW2019 collection.
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Umbrella, Mario Talarico.
Wool coat, Chrysalis.
Cotton shirt, Drake’s.
Knitted silk tie, Granqvist.
Wool trousers, PT01.

Noir
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Wool coat, Luigi Bianchi Mantova.
Cotton shirt, Xacus.
Silk tie, Vintage.
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Cotton jacket, LBM 1911.
Wool jumper, Gran Sassa.
Cotton shirt, Shirtonomy.
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Wool coat, Corneliani ID.
Wool trousers, PT01.
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Stefan
Cotton jacket, Baracuta.
Cotton shirt, Stenströms.
Knitted silk tie, Herrainpukima.
Wool trousers, LBM 1911.
Leather shoes, Crockett & Jones.
Michael
Wool suit, Ströms Man & Woman.
Cotton shirt, Shirtonomy.
Silk tie, House of Kydos.
Leather shoes, Crockett & Jones.
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Wool coat, Belstaff.
Cotton shirt, 100 Hands.
Silk tie, Etro.
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Stefan
Wool jacket with sheepskin collar, Private White V.C.
Wool cardigan , Alan Paine.
Wool trousers, Luigi Bianchi Mantova.
Leather shoes, Crockett & Jones.
Michael
Wool jacket, Gloverall.
Cotton shirt, Vanacore Napoli.
Knitted silk tie, Granqvist.
Wool suit, Luigi Bianchi Mantova.
Leather boots, Crockett & Jones.
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Waxed cotton coat, Gloverall.
Denim shirt, 100 Hands.
Wool trousers, Canali.
Leather boots, Crockett & Jones.
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Umbrella, Mario Talarico.
Wool coat, Chrysalis.
Cotton shirt, Drake’s.
Knitted silk tie, Granqvist.
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Wool jacket, Corneliani.
Wool turtleneck, Gran Sasso.
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Glasses, Ace & Tate.
Wool coat, Boss.
Wool turtleneck, Gran Sasso.

Wool coat, Belstaff.
Cotton shirt, 100 Hands.
Silk tie, Etra.
Wool trousers, Circola1901.
Leather shoes, Church’s.
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Suede jacket, Valstar.
Cotton shirt, Shirtonomy.
Jeans, Black Horse Lane.
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Michael
Corduroy suit,
Olof 1982 x Cavaliere.
Cotton shirt, 100 Hands.
Silk tie, Stefano Cau.
Leather shoes, Morjas.
Stefan
Puffa jacket, Swims.
Wool suit, Luigi Bianchi Mantova.
Cotton shirt, Shirtonomy.
Leather shoes, Crockett & Jones.
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Wool jacket, Corneliani.
Cotton shirt, Vanacore Napoli.
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Cotton coat, Private White V.C.
Wool jacket, Circolo 1901.
Wool jumper, Barena.
Wool trousers, Luigi Bianchi Mantova.

Models Stefan Lönngren and Michael Greaves Photography assistant Magda Selassie
Thanks to Misshumasshu, Ströms Man & Woman, Lund & Lund, Grafford, Lux Gentleman – Napoli och Tweed – Gentlemen’s Clothier.
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Wool turtleneck, Canali.
Wool shirt, Valentino.
Suit in wool tweed, Valentino.
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Calf leather jacket, Salvatore Ferragamo.
Cotton shirt, Salvatore Ferragamo.
Wool trousers, Oscar Jacobson.
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Wael:
Wool jacket, Fendi.
Knitted wool jumper with bobbinet details, Fendi.
Calf leather shoes, Ferragamo.
Bianca:
Mohair leopard-print coat, Bottega Veneta.
Calf leather dress, Bottega Veneta.
Calf leather shoes, Fendi.
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Laminated wool jacket, pleated
silk jumper, both from
Bottega Veneta.
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Knitted wool jumper, Our Legacy.
Cotton Shirt, Stenströms.
Wool jacket, Prada.
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Calf leather jacket, Salvatore Ferragamo.
Cotton shirt, Salvatore Ferragamo.
Smart wool trousers, Oscar Jacobson.
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Wael:
Wool suit, Hugo Boss.
Knitted sleeveless wool turtleneck, Hugo Boss.
Calf leather boots, Tiger of Sweden.
Bianca:
Felted wool jacket, Prada.
Felted wool skirt, Prada.
Cotton shirt, Prada.
Calf leather boots, Max Mara.
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Wael:
Wool turtleneck, Our Legacy.
Wool coat, Canali.
Wool trousers, Morris.
Bianca:
Brass necklace, Miami.
Laminated wool coat,
Laminated wool dress, both from Hugo Boss.
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Jersey wool turtleneck, J Lindeberg.
Wool shirt, Canali.
Wool suit, Canali.
Calf leather shoes, Ferragamo.
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Wael:
Wool tweed coat,
Wool flannel trousers,
Cotton shirt,
Cashmere scarf and acetate sun glasses,
All from Celine.
Bianca:
Camel hair coat, Fendi.
Cotton blouse, Stenströms.
Pleated silk skirt, Fendi.
Calf leather boots, Marni.
Sunglasses, Prada.

Photography Oscar Falk // Mink MGMT
Fashion Robert Norderg
Models Wael Sersoub and Bianca O’Brien // Success
Hair Catherine Lethonen
Makeup Pari Damani // Agent Bauer
Photography assistant Jonathan Bengtsson
Makeup assistant Emanuel Koroly
Production Mink Mgmt
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MIL AN

ALBERTO
ALESSI
DESIGN ICON

Fashion icon Alberto Alessi, the figurehead of Alessi, the dream factory of design, lives in the north of Milan. Alberto
has worked with the best within the design world as well as with famous artists like Salvador Dalí. Plaza Uomo’s
chief editor recently paid him a visit and
received some first-hand advice. News
from 2019 includes a collaboration with
icon Philippe Starck.

Four Seasons in Milan.

Relationship to the city:
”I chose Milan for its hidden gardens.
In a city with a chaotic buzz, it’s wonderful to find hidden pearls among the
bustling streets. “

Design shop:
”I really like the old Depadova shop
thanks to founder, and former owner,
Maddalena Depadova’s personal
selection.”
www.depadova-santacecilia.com

Restaurant:
”Il Luogo di Aimo e Nadia, a small
family-run restaurant in the quiet suburbs of Milan. The seasonal menu is one
of the reasons I return again and again.”
www.aimoenadia.com

Museum:
”Casa del Manzoni, the home of author Alessandro Manzonis from 1873
which was restored in the 60s. The
beautiful interiors are well preserved
and offer a sense of authentic Italian.”

PUI14_130_BellaItalia_ItalienGuidePM.indd 130

Favourite area:
”Brera, for having the good taste to
be quiet.”
Hotel:
”Four Seasons is always great with
the right company.”
www.fourseasons.com/milan
Sights:
”I love Villa Necchi Campiglio. The museum recreates the atmosphere of a rich
Milanese family in the 1930s and 1950s.”

2019-12-19 17:04

Bella Italia!
The country is easy to love but the hidden gems can be
hard to find. Until now. A selection of prominent people
from the world of design reveal their personal favourites.
Words

JESPER TILLBERG

Mighty Milan.
A verdant city.
Arco della Pace in
the foreground.
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Naples + Milan

Luca
Rubinacci
St yle Icon

An international style icon and third generation Rubinacci, Luca is now a driving
force behind the fashion brand which has
its roots in Naples. As a big name within
fashion he feels just as home in
fashionable Milan.
Favourite restaurant:
”In Naples you have to go to Sorbillo –
the best pizza. Gino is the number one in
Milan, on La Langosteria 10.”
www.sorbillo.it
Favourite bar:
”In Naples there’s Terrazza Calabritto,
where you’ll go for the best martini. In
Milan I’ve got my own favourite, Bar
Mentana, a hidden gem by the big
piazza, it’s such a cool little place.”
Favourite hotel:
“It goes without saying, in Naples it’s
Casa Rubinacci of course – our luxurious king-size beds. And the breakfast! An
ideal place for anyone who wants to experience a home away from home. In Milan
we have the Mandarin Oriental, Luca
Finardi, the manager, can make your
stay totally unforgettable.”
www.casarubinacci.it
Favourite tailor:
”In Milan, Naples, well the whole world,
it’s Rubinacci of course – what a question?!”
Favourite fashion store:
”Ralph Lauren, in both cities.”
Favourite art gallery:
”Blindarte, family-owned gallery in both
Milan and Naples as well as Madre Gallery
in Naples.”
www.blindarte.com
Favourite museum:
”Napoli Capodimonte, the answer
speaks for itself. In Milan it has to be
Palazzo Reale.”
www.museocapodimonte.
beniculturali.it

Favourite book shop:
”Feltrinelli Naples, in Naples for its selection and the atmosphere, and Armani
Book Store in Milan.”
www.lafeltrinelli.it

Rome

Liselotte
Watkins
Artist and designer

Liselotte’s many notable design collaborations include working with Prada, utilising her trademark magical, colourful
patterns. This autumn she’s releasing
her first interior design collection for
Svenskt Tenn, which carries influences
from her street in Rome. Liselotte has
been a resident in the Italian capital for
several years now.
Favourite restaurant:
”Cantina Cantarini is located directly
under our house. A perfect Italian trattoria
that serves fish from Thursday to Saturday and meat on the other days. We have
Saturday lunch here every week and
always order fish for sharing, alongside
vegetables.”
www.ristorantecantinacantarini.it
Favourite bar:
”Tartar Bar next to Cantina Cantarini
where you can grab an aperitivo before
dinner. But they also serve amazing tartar
steaks for dinner.”
Favourite hotel:
”Hotel Locarno! Fantastic location and
it’s so beautiful. They also have a nice
backyard. The rooms are all different and
just amazing.”
www.hotellocarno.com
Favourite museum:
”Galleria Borghese. Villa Borghese is
our park and the villa itself houses an incredible collection of Bernini sculptures.
Recently they also had a Picasso exhibition. Picasso’s enormous sculptures of
women’s heads together with Bernini is an
aesthetic experience it’s hard to beat.”
www.galleriaborghese.beniculturali.it

Art gallery:
”Lorcan O’Neill! Incredible gallery in a
magic neighbourhood with great contemporary art,”
www.lorcanoneill.com
Interior design store:
”I always go to Mercatinos – a secondhand chain – there are plenty of Mercatino
Usato in Rome and you’ll always find something pretty here.”
www.mercatinousato.com
Fashion:
”Gucci’s store in Rome is definitely
worth a visit. Gucci has a creative office
here and their creative director Alessandro
Michele is from Rome as well.”
Bookstore:
”I always buy my books from antiquarian bookstores. You’ll be sure to
find something exciting.”

Milan

CHRIS
M ARTIN
DESIGNER

Head designer and founder of
award-winning furniture manufacturer
Massproductions. The British designer,
who was trained by Jasper Morrison,
spends a lot of time in Milan and Salone
del Mobile.
Sights:
“Villa Necchi, a lovable and peaceful
modernist house in the middle of the city.
Well worth a visit.”
www.fondoambiente.it
Shopping:
“Corso Como! Here you can find shopping, galleries, restaurants – all in the
same place and perfectly curated.”
www.10corsocomo.com
Architecture:
“Feltrinelli Building! Herzog & de
Meurons bold and eye-catching building
is impressive – from inside to out.”

FELTRINELLI
BUILDING.

TERRAZZA CALABRITTO.
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HOTEL LOCARNO.
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A treasure trove of paintings and
sculptures on the inside. On the
outside, a magical garden.
Architect: Flaminio Ponzio from
drawings by the cardinal himself,
Scipione Borghese.
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Rosanna Orlandi. ”There’s so much to see
and discover, and then there’s my personal
appreciation of Rosanna herself,” says
Living Divani’s Carola Bestetti.
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Bar:
“Bar Basso, sure, it’s a bit of a cliché
these days and not exactly a secret now
but I’ve had plenty of cocktails here and an
incredible amount of lovely, spontaneous
design gatherings there as this is a proper
design hangout that dates back to the
original parties organised by Jasper
(Morrison), James, Tomas and others.”
www.barbasso.com

MIL AN

Carola
Bestetti

with an installation outside and a restaurant. The most memorable exhibition – although not the most recent one I’ve seen
here – is Lucio Fontana’s Ambienti/ Environments that was shown up until last
year. I also can’t get enough of admiring
Anselm Kiefer’s permanent installation
‘The Seven Heavenly Palaces’.”
www.pirellihangarbicocco.org
”Museo Nazionale Scienza e Tecnologia Leonardo da Vinci – where I go with my
son for all their workshops and because
the space itself is incredibly beautiful.”
www.museoscienza.org
Favourite art gallery:
”Rossana Orlandi! I know, it’s hard to
call the place an art gallery but there is just
so much to see and discover and for my
personal appreciation of Rossana
herself!”
www.rossanaorlandi.com

Creative Director

Second generation at iconic sofa
producer Living Divani, Bestetti is one of
Italy’s big names in design. Living Divani
are celebrating their 50th anniversary.

Interior design shop:
”That’s tricky … I don’t think I’ve ever
been to an interior design shop in Milan. I
pick up things during my travels and collect various items from different places,
depending on my needs and mood.”

Restaurant:
”Lamantia Oste e Cuoco, very chic
place with a relaxed atmosphere, perfect
for a Sunday brunch. And my favourite,
Caponata, you have to try it! I love
vegetables.”
www.filippolamantia.com

Fashion:
”Boule de Neige, they’ve got most of
the clothes I love, so I feel right at home
there! But if I’m just going to look for
various things, I head to Wait and See.”
www.bouledeneige.it
www.waitandsee.it

Favourite bar:
”Frida Isola, in my neighbourhood. Informal and relaxed with a garden and an
annexe with space for events, exhibitions
and activities. I always find someone to
chat with here.”
www.fridaisola.it

Bookstore:
”Spazio B**K close to my house.
You can find a really interesting selection here, even if it’s a bit messy. Have
patience thought and you’ll find what
you’re seeking! And 121+ Corraini, the
shop on via Savona. Besides all the superb titles they’re incredibly up-to-date
within areas like architecture, design
and fashion.”
www.spaziobk.com
www.corraini.com

Favourite hotel:
”As I live in Milan I have to admit that I’m
not that familiar with Milanese hotels. Our
guests mainly stay in Como, in the gorgeous historical villas around the lake. If
I have to choose one, I’d go for Palazzo
Segreti, as it doesn’t reveal what it is exactly … from the outside it’s just another
residential Milanese building from the 19th
century which means that you get to experience ‘Milan’s soul’ from a central location
with lots of small public areas, just like in a
real home!”
www.palazzosegreti.com

I had my worst experience at … :
”Oh god, I don’t want to point the finger
at anyone or any place …”

Favourite museum:
”I’ve got at least two favourites. Hangar
Bicocca, with its former industrial spaces
that now house the most amazing exhibitions. It feels just like being in New York

”Gelateria Antica Torre, a small but
lovely place right by the lake.”

Maggiore & Orta

Daniela
Fantini
CEO & DESIGN HEAVYWEIGHT

G U I D E I talY

Art:
“Prada Foundation – Amazing art
space you mustn’t miss out on when
you’re in Milan.”
www.fondazioneprada.org

As the CEO of Italian design company
Fantini Rubinetti, Daniela lives in the
town of Pella, close to Lake Maggiore and
Lake Orta. Founded in 1947 by brothers
Giovanni and Ersilio Fantini, Fantini
Rubinetti now exports its high-end bathroom and kitchen products to more than
50 countries. Collaborations include
working with luxury brand Boffi. Like
the brand itself, Daniela is a well-known
figure in the industry.
Favourite restaurant:
”La Zucca in Arola, it’s been my favourite restaurant for a long time. It’s where
my family and I have spent the most significant moments in our lives. Choosing a favourite dish is difficult, they’re all
amazing. At the moment my favourite is
Tortelli alle erbe di campo (Tortelli with
wild herbs).”
Favourite bar:
”Gelateria Antica Torre in Pella
(Novara), a small but lovely place right by
the lake where you can enjoy a wonderful
gelato. My favourite? Cioccolato fondente
con uva alla grappa (dark chocolate with
grapes in grappa).”
www.gelateriaanticatorre.com
Favorithotell:
”My little treasure, Casa Fantini Laketime, of course! Right next to our design
company, by the lake … what else would
it be!”
www.casafantinilaketime.com
Favourite museum:
”Fondazione Calderara in Ameno
(Novara). The artist has managed to interpret the magical atmosphere by our
lake in a very poetic way. I love visiting
the permanent exhibition every
now and then.”
www.fondazione-calderara.it
Interior design shop:
”Alessi Shop in Crusinallo, Omegna
(Verbania). A milestone within Italian design. I’m so happy that it’s here close to
Lake Orta.”
wwww.alessi.com
Fashion:
”Rabaini in Borgomanero, Novara,
where you’ll find the best Italian brands.
The owner makes you feel as if you’ve got
a personal shopper.”
Favourite bookstore:
”Libreria Spalavera in Verbania, where
you can meet interesting people, have a
drink and relax for a moment surrounded
by old editions from the publisher. It’s my
go-to place on a rainy Sunday.”

DANIELA FANTINI
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Canal Grande in Venice is at its
most beautiful at night.

” Quite simply, Venice is the city I
decided to settle down in.”
CARLO URBINATI
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Caffè Florian, Venice. Foscarini’s
Carlo Urbinati recommends a long
drink at this gem of a bar.
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VENICE

Donna 		
Leon
Author

Leon is one of the most popular crime authors in the world and has lived in Venice
since 1981 which is where her famous novels are set. The author has been translated into 34 languages. Hoards of tourists visit Venice just to follow in the
footsteps of Commisario Brunetti on
guided tours across the city. Offering an
insight into Italy’s network of power, mafia
and the media, Donna Leon’s novels have
also been made into a popular TV-series.
The 28th Brunetti novel Unto Us a Son Is
Given was published earlier in 2019.
Favourite neighbourhood:
”I don’t have a favourite neighbourhood
as it’s all so beautiful.”
Favourite restaurant:
”Antico Martini, Al Covo, Porta d’Acqua
– they all have excellent menus.”
www.baglionihotels.com
www.ristorantealcovo.com
www.laportadacqua.it
Best novel set in Venice, apart from your
own books:
”The Aspern Papers, by Henry James.”
Favourite novel you’ve written set
in Venice:
”Death at La Fenice.”
Best bookshop:
”La Toletta.”
www.latoletta.com
Best museum:
”Academia, it’s my favourite, which isn’t
the same as the best.””
www.galleriaaccademiafirenze.beni
culturali.it
Favourite memory from Venice:
”Having lived here for 20 years …”

Favourite places you bring friends visiting Venice to?
”Seeing that all my friends are Venetian
I have no idea where I would take them …”
Best fashion store:
”I avoid them as I’m avoiding the part of
the city where they’re located.”

Venice

Carlo
Urbinati
DESIGN LEGEND

Design heavyweight Carlo Urbinati is the
co-founder of Foscarini, the Italian lighting
company based in Venice. Known as the
philosophers of lighting, the design brand
is renowned for combining art and design
with collaborations including working with
super star Marc Sadler.
Your relationship to the city:
”Venice is the city I decided to live in.”
Restaurant:
”I especially like L‘Osteria di Santa
Marina. You’ll get amazing fish dishes
here, even for people like me who normally
don’t like fish – or Cipriani’s Harry’s Dolci,
for the fantastic location by Giudecca Canal, their risotto primavera and all the delicious desserts.”
www.osteriadisantamarina.com
Bar:
”An experience I can really recommend
is a long drink at Caffè Florian by St Mark’s
Square.”
www.caffeflorian.com
Design store:
”OHMYBLUE, by Campo San Tomà is
well worth a visit.”
www.ohmyblue.com
Art:
”I often visit the small gallery Giorgio
Mastinu. I love spending time discovering curious things here, not just the art but
also the historical exhibition programmes,

CASA FANTINI

events, rare objects … Plus Fondazione
Emilioe Annabianca Vedova and Le Stanze
del Vetro on the island of San Giorgio
Maggiore! An initiative dedicated to
the art of glassmaking.
www.giorgiomastinufineart.it
www.fondazionevedova.org
www.lestanzedelvetro.org
Favourite neighbourhood:
”Dorsoduro, walking towards La Salute
Church, an area with lots of art galleries.”
www.basilicasalutevenezia.it/labasilica/
Special memory:
”I’ve lived here for 37 years now so I’ve
had time to collect plenty of wonderful
memories, such as paddling along the
canals.”
Hotel:
”When I have friends visiting I treat them
to Bauer Hotel.”
www.bauervenezia.com
Museum:
”The permanent exhibition at Peggy
Guggenheim, preferably with my sons.”

CAPRI

Angelina
Jolin
GLOBETROTTER & EDITOR

Editor-at-large for Plaza Magazine and
globetrotter. She grew up in Capri where
her father, renowned artist Einar Jolin, often worked.
Restaurant:
”Dinner at Giorgio al Cucciolo. A hot tip:
call and ask them which evenings they
have live music. They’ll meet you at Anacapri’s Piazza Vittoria with a van and will
drive you there and back.
Some evenings this guy plays cheesy
Italian songs and the evening we went

CASTIGLON DEL BOSCO.

OHMYBLUE.
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GALLERY HOTEL ART.

there, a young soprano joined him. We had
an amazing evening with singing, dancing
and delicious fish. The local white wine Falanghina from Campania is both affordable and tasty. Arcate in Anacapri is a simpler restaurant with great pizza, run by two
friendly brothers. Aumm Aumm do great
pizza too. Aurora in Capri has excellent
food.”
www.cucciolocapri.com
www.aumm-aumm.com
www.capanninacapri.it
Gelateria:
”The ice cream on Capri is incredible.
Try nocciola, hazelnut gelato. There are
some places where they’ll bake the waffle
in front of you, like Gelateria Artigianale in
Anacapri or Gelateria Buonocore in Capri,
where they also have fantastic cakes and
savoury food to take away.”
Hotel:
”Accommodation depends on the season but you’ll find the island’s absolute
best view from Anacapri and Cesar
Augustus, where they have a wonderful
infinity pool, excellent food and yummy
peach bellinis. Hotel San Michele is another option that offers great value for the

140

money. Swedish Capri resident Louise has
two apartments for rent in Capri, Villa La
Palmarella. JK Place is one of the best
hotels in Capri.”
www.caesar-augustus.com
www.sanmichele-capri.com
www.villalalamparellajkcapri.com
Culture:
”San Michele is a given as it’s where I
spent a lot of time as a child.”
www.villasanmichele.eu
Beaches and lunch:
”Regardless if you’re having a swim or
not – depending on the season of course –
it’s always lovely to have a bite to eat by the
water. La Canzone del Mare is one of many
lovely spots.”
www.lacanzonedelmare.com
www.torresaracenacapri.com
www.bagniditiberio.com
Shopping:
”There are several exciting shops. Head
to Eco Capri, 100 Capri or Laboratori
Capri. Not to be missed.”
www.ecocapri.com
www.laboratoriocapri.it
www.100capri.com

Florence & Tuscany
“These are my tips for a long weekend with
culture in Florence and romance in Tuscany.”
Hotel:
”Perfect, affordable hotel in the heart
of Florence: Gallery Hotel Art. Last time
I stayed in the rooftop suite with two terraces. It’s within walking distance of everything and the staff is wonderful.”
Restaurant:
”Trattoria 13 Gobbi is a classic with incredible Florentine specialities.”
Gelateria:
”A gelato is a must, preferably at Vivoli,
where they’ve been serving up the best gelato since 1930. Either before or after a visit
to the Uffizi Gallery.”
Vineyard hotel:
”Castiglion del Bosco, located 1.5 hours
from Florence in the middle of Tuscany’s
vineyards, is a new favourite of mine. They
offer various themed weekends, like truffle
hunting and cooking courses. The hotel has
six private villas where you’ll get proper time
for the ultimate private luxury, with your own
pool and a large, fully-equipped kitchen.”
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La Canzone del Mare – one of
several gems by the ocean.

“It’s lovely to have a bite
by the seaside.”
ANGELINA JOLIN
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Sartorial
Palermo

Near yet exotic, Palermo offers some of the greatest value in heritage
bespoke and MTM tailoring today.
Words And Photo lee osborne
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tion of his shirt collars and fabrics at
Guido Davi’s atelier. Prices for a camicie su misura range from €130 (for
a 120s double-twisted Thomas Mason cloth) right up to €500 for a triple
twisted 330s).
Appointments available in Palermo via
Guido Davì.
@lisca00; camiceriamedea.it
Via Val d’Aosta, 5/7, Caltanissetta.

Orologeria Tempo
Following in their Grandfather’s horological footsteps (the pair proudly
clutch a photo in his honour), the Pisano brothers specialise in the sale
and repair of vintage as well as contemporary watches in Palermo. Their
small store, on one of the city’s busiest thoroughfares, doubles as a workshop where the pair train their loup-covered eyes on bringing timepieces back
to life. They have a quick turnaround
of stock, but the likes of Longines, Certina, Omega and Zenith, full of restored faded grandeur, were available on
my visit.
@orologeriatempo; orologeriatempo.com
Via Cavour 115, 90133 Palermo

Silvio Fiorello

Silvio Fiorello
Silvio Fiorello didn’t start out as a
tiemaker – he’s a qualified Doctor of
Philosophy but became so enamoured
by cravatte on display in a menswear
store close to his home when he lived in Rome, that it inspired him to
go in to the fashion business himself in 1986. It’s a brand based predominantly on colour and an express
wish to create ‘ties that have life’. The
company’s crafted-by-hand in Sicily
offering is vast – from brushed mano
cashmere woven in Biella, exquisite
Como silk Versace-esque Baroque
masterpieces, to producing incredibly intricate pleated ties and even bespoke Swarovski-encrusted versions.
The company have utilised a special
silver metallic screen printing effect
for a number of years – available in
their Premium Line, it’s designed to
catch the light, adding an extra touch
of luxury and sophistication. Silvio was awarded the prestigious Ca144

valliere - the Italian equivalent of a
Knighthood in 2015 – for creating a
company that reinforced the values of
Made in Italy while creating employment in an area where jobs were once
scarce.
@silviofiorello; silviofiorello.com
Contrada Moncemino snc, Gagliano Castelferrato, 94010, Enna
Appointments available in Palermo via
Guido Davì.

Camiceria Sartoriale Medea
In Greek mythology, Medea is granddaughter of Helios, the sun god, and
a similar warmth permeates through
shirtmaker Lillo Scarantino – his face
contorts cheekily every time he chuckles – which is quite often. Evidence of
a man clearly in love with his vocation.
Lillo hails from Caltanissetta, roughly
half way between Palermo and Catania in the South, but he has a tape measure in residence as well as a selec-

I Sarti Italiani
Established in the ‘90s as a result of
the economic downturn in Sicily –
The Ioco family abandoned their crisis-hit shopfitting business to produce exclusively made-to measure
suits. Headed up by 24-year old entrepreneur Salvo Ioco, who inherited
the tailoring gene from his Grandmother, I Sarti Italiani employs 9 people in its small factory in the village
of Montelepre, in the hills high above
Palermo. They produce 3-4 machine made suits per day, with hand finishing. Starting at €700 (including
cloth) for a suit, or €790 for a cashmere sports jacket, this represents exceptional value if your budget does
not extend to a Crimi or Davì, or you
can send them your own fabric. Every
client receives a wax-sealed guarantee as a thank you for their custom - a
nice personal touch - that’s deposited
in the inside pocket of each garment
before being shipped.
@isartitaliani; isartitaliani.com
Showroom: Via Isidoro la Lumia, 27,
90139 Palermo
Factory: Via Vallotta, 25, 90040 Montelepre - Factory visits by prior arrangement.
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Camiceria Sartoriale Medea

Orologeria Tempo

Silvio Fiorello

I Sarti Italiani
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Via Maqueda Camicie
If your budget doesn’t stretch to a bespoke shirt, Via Maqueda Camicie’s
ready-to-wear, 100% cotton Sicilianmade versions are a steal at €39 each or
3 for €90. Granted, their button-down
shirts lack the generous roll factor many
of us menswear folk desire, but their Italian and French collars in Bengal stripes certainly pass muster. The brand’s
name is even embroidered in to the neck
of each shirt instead of a label. What’s
not to love? You’ll also find merino wool
sweaters, ties, scarves and other men’s
accessories in their pocket-sized store
close to the Quattro Canti.
@viamaquedacamicie; facebook.com/
Via-Maqueda-Camicie
Via Maqueda 310, 90100, Palermo;

Dell’Oglio

Dell’Oglio

Le Cattive – Palazzo Butera
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Dell’Oglio
With its chromatic facade emblazoned with streamlined art deco typography, Dell’Oglio could best be described as the ‘poster boy’ of Palermitan
menswear circles – a lavish emporium
that is as beautiful on the outside as it
is within. Set across two floors – you
simply must take the retro elevator to
the basement - it has welcomed the
great and the good of Sicilian high society through its hallowed doors since
its inception in 1890. From Baron Florio to featuring on the pages of Il Gattopardo, it has chronicled the city’s love
of sartorial style and beauty in equal
measure ever since. Italian brands predominate as you would expect, but the
brand’s own label will have you beating
a path to its door, featuring everything from sprezzatura-inducing patch
pocket blazers, serene cashmere yarns,
shirts, strides and ties. Dell’Oglio’s discerning, yet unobtrusive staff will keep
you refreshed with espresso crema’s
and acqua minerale while you contemplate your haul.
@dellogliostore; dellogliostore.com
Via Ruggero Settimo 26b, 90141 Palermo

Ortigia Sicilia
A visit to Palermo would not be complete without seeking divine inspiration from Ortigia, established by Brit
Sue Townsend, one of the original founders Crabtree & Evelyn. Producing locally-made perfumes inspired by Sicily and her native flora and fauna, the
store is identifiable by its striking palm
tree-adorned glass front door. Inside,
an intoxicating wonderland of fragrant
scents await the sartorial traveller. Boasting timeless eau de parfums like Neroli, from the blossom of bitter oranges
to the vetiver-infused Ambra Nera, this
is perfume for the soul.
@ortigiasicilia; ortigiasicilia.com
Via Principe di Belmonte, 82A, 90139
Palermo
Le Cattive – Palazzo Butera
Owned by the Tasca d’Almerita family
whose vineyards cling to the undulating
hills surrounding the city, Le Cattive, with
its sage-coloured stucco walls and ceramic tiled floors, melds the ancient with
the modern seamlessly. Situated in a converted cellar, it’s a fabulous spot to have
lunch or dinner accompanied by a flight of
local wine – be it white, red or rosé - that
showcase the rich diversity of grape varieties native to the island of Sicily. Adjacent
to Palazzo Butera, the restaurant occupies
a privileged position in the historic Kalsa
neighbourhood. Indeed its terrace boasts
one of the most evocative views of the Gulf
of Palermo and the Cala, the oldest port
in the city.
@tascadalmerita; lecattive.it
Passeggiata delle Cattive, Piazza Santo
Spirito, 90133 Palermo
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Sartoria Crimi

Sartoria Crimi

Sartoria Crimi

Sartoria Crimi
Regarded as the haute couture of tailoring houses in Palermo, Sartoria Crimi is
housed within an equally stylish apartment with high ceilings spread across several rooms. Established in 1970 by Carmelo Crimi, with son Mauro joining the
fold in 1993 having trained initially in
Milan. Freestanding tailor’s mirrors are
flanked by walls awash with fine art and
fabric vaults, while the real magic unfolds in the atelier at the back. It really
is a joy to watch father and son in action, side-by-side, as they ply their art –
Carmelo, chalk in hand, the more flamboyant of the two with his eye-popping
orange tie and red spectacles; Mauro, giving a masterclass in hand-stitching,
more restrained but sartorially immaculate. Everything here is done by hand,
in their own words “in a simple and natural style”, designed to bring about the
very finest silhouette of each and every
customer. “The suit should not be a burden to carry around, it must act like a second skin.” If one item could be the Palermitan tailor’s iconic garment it would
have to be the double-breasted jacket.
Their house style focuses on creating natural S-shaped shoulders, a straight neck
and a round sleeve with high arm holes with the minimum amount of fittings.
A two-piece suit starts at €1850; sports
jacket €1400 and wool/cashmere blend
top coat €2,200.
@sartoriacrimi; sartoriacrimi
@virgilio.it; sartoriacrimi.com
Via Benedetto Civiletti, 11, 90141 Palermo
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Some of Pitti
Uomo’s best
dressed, captured
by Lorenzo Sodi.
By Lorenzo Sodi

Pitti
Uomo 96
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Douglas Cordeaux
@douglas_cordeaux

Tomoyoshi Takada
@tomoyoshi_takada

Jake Grantham
@jakeedwardgrantham

Oskar Salomonsson
@oskarsalomonsson
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Benedetto De Petrillo
@benedettodepetrillo

Domenico Grianfrate @domenicogianfrate

Rosette Hirsch @rosettehirsch, Ludvig Hirsch @theitaliancode
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Nicola Radano @nicolaradano
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Marco Zambaldo @zambaldo
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M Y Sty l e

practiced in finding inspiration just about
anywhere.
Name a wardrobe staple that you always
come back to. How come?

ja s o n j u l e s

– I guess my wardrobe staples are chinos and converse. I remember watching The
Odd Couple on TV once and thinking – that’s
the look, that’s the look I’m going to grow old
wearing. Basically it was Oscar, the grumpy
character played by Walter Matthau and he
had this amazing look, kind o bedraggled Ivy
look, part of which were chinos and canvas
sneakers. I like to wear my chinos like other
people wear jeans, I don’t mind them getting
dirty and creased up and I don’t mind my
white Jack Purcell sneakers getting dirty and
scuffed up either – I guess it’s a bedraggled
Ivy reference.

Age: 55 år.
Occupation: writer, image

Do you remember your first encounter with
really good style?

F

consultant, model.
Residence: Asuncion,

Paraguay &
London, England.
Currently working on: two

book projects due out next
year, a number of
ongoing music collabs and some
menswear design projects all under
the House Of Garmsville banner.

The Modernist
Jason Jules is the coolest man in London.
Words Erik Mannby PHoto Drake’s

Night club promoter, stylist, model, PR-professional, fashion writer and brand consultant are just a handful of titles Jason Jules has
earnt during his career. He is a familiar face
to anyone with an interest in tailored menswear. A regular model for British Drake’s, he’s
also the name behind the documentary A
Modernist – a film about the Ivy League connoisseur John Simons, who’s styled celebrities including Paul Weller, Kevin Rowland
and Paul Simon. We met with Jason to find
out what’s behind his status as a cool trendsetter.
How would you best describe your style?

– Right now I’d describe it as ‘bad
trad’, or perhaps that’s how other more
traditional guys might describe it. I like
classic clothes, Ivy League type stuff,
workwear, vintage sportswear, but I don’t
like to look retro or to have to adhere to
any rules.

154

What, in your daily life, inspires you?

– As an image consultant and as someone who writes about clothes in a lived context I pretty much find inspiration anywhere
and everywhere. I think part of this is because of my background. My school wasn’t
particularly academic; it was more a sports
orientated environment. And growing up in
a working class West Indian family in London, going to galleries or concerts or even
the cinema wasn’t really something we did.
But I never felt like we were missing out
since it never occurred to me that going to
art galleries was something other families
did either. I just satisfied my curiosity about
design and art and music from within my
immediate surroundings – so it was going to
clothes shops that fed my initial interest in
design and it was album covers and comic
books that first informed me about the visual arts. I guess as a result of that, I’m well

– I was watching TV – I must have been
about 4 years old and they were showing a
season of old Fred Astaire movies. It was as
if every afternoon there’d be another Fred
Astaire movie on and – since it was before I
started attending school, I’d find myself sitting up close to the TV screen watching
them. It wasn’t really the dancing, although
I’m sure that played a part, while is was but
watching these movies something clicked
and I felt, I guess intuitively, that how this
guy dressed was amazing and I knew that
I wanted to dress like him. On my first day
at school wore a three-piece suit. One of the
kids there, I guess trying to be friendly said
that it was ok for me to take the jacket off. He
obvious hadn’t seen the same movies as me.
Somehow we almost ended up in a fight.
Your best tip on how to look your best?

– My tip to anyone on how to look their
best is to realise that it’s not really how you
look that matters - what matters is how you
feel about how you look. If wearing a certain piece of clothing makes you feel good
and gives you pleasure then that’s the thing to
wear. The way we’re perceived by others is relative to their taste and their expectations, so
dressing for the appreciation of other people,
I think, is a kind of thankless task, but dressing in a way that pleases you and that allows
you to express your creativity, to me, that’s the
focus. If you’re into clothes then they have the
potential to make you feel amazing and to me
that should be the main goal.
If you want to show a person you never met
before a good time, where do you take them?

– I think the first place I’d take them is
Bar Italia in Soho in London. It’s open 24
hours a day and is one of the longest running coffee shops in London if not the UK.
It’s steeped in history but is buzzy and vibrant
and a really great place to meet people.
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MILANO 1972

MILANO | VENEZIA | PORTOFINO | FORTE DEI MARMI | SANTA MARGHERITA LIGURE ! MOSCOW | MONTE-CARLO
AND IN THE BEST SHOPS ALL OVER THE WORLD
doriani.it
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